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Abstract
Injection Bolts have been preferred for several reasons over other alternatives for the
rehabilitation of old riveted steel bridges since 1970’s. More recently they have been used to
obtain slip critical shear connections in new structures such as new bridges, large roofs, storm
barriers and other structures exposed to cyclic loading. In addition, they are tested as a
feasible alternative to traditional shear connectors in steel-concrete composite flooring
systems, in combination with oversized holes in the flange of steel girder to allow reusability.
On the grounds of this research a novel injection material was developed at T.U Delft, namely
steel reinforced resin as an alternative to conventional resin allowed in the Netherlands for
structural applications without compromising stiffness of connection.
Due to limited research on fatigue of resins used in structural applications, in this study an
initial attempt to investigate the cyclic behaviour of conventional and steel reinforced resin
subjected to uniaxial compressive cyclic bearing stress, in confined conditions is performed.
First, for this objective an experimental program using a tailor-made test setup was carried
out, and the fatigue response in terms of slip over number of cycles for resin and steel
reinforced resin in oversized holes of 6mm and 10mm was obtained. With this specimen
configuration, is intended to reproduce as possible the stress state of double lap shear
connection without endanger the fatigue cracking of steel parts. Frequency, stress ratio and
other testing parameters that can influence the results have been chosen based on relative
literature and assembly of setup. Three stress ranges used, with the maximum related to the
recommended long term bearing stress for conventional resin, while the failure criterion was
set at 0.3mm slip which is related to this long term bearing strength at the end of working life.
Secondly, a numerical model of test set-up to investigate the static and quasi-static behaviour
of specimens was developed and validated by the quasi static experimental results of initial
stiffness of connection. Finally, through statistical treatment of test results fitted curves
obtained, and characteristic curves with 95% probability of survival are proposed for both resin
types and hole clearances based on probabilistic model of ASTM standard and probabilistic
model proposed by Schneider and Maddox, using Student’s t distribution.
On the basis of experimental results, large scattering was observed for both type of resins,
and more prominent for the larger hole clearance and higher stress range. The reasons for
this scatter are discussed and recommendations for future improvement of set-up are
proposed. Due to scatter the results could not fully support the expectations that fatigue
behaviour of steel reinforced resin is superior to that of conventional, as it is the case in static
and creep behaviour. From a selection of specimens with limited scatter in 6mm oversized
holes, a trend that connections with steel reinforced resin lead to less slip due to cyclic loads
after 500.000 cycles was observed.
From the numerical research on static models of specimens it was verified that the bearing
stress state of resin layer is almost identical to that of the double lap shear connection of EN
1090-2 indicating a similar stress transfer mechanism. From the statistical evaluation of test
data with ASTM probabilistic model the use of steel reinforced resin leads to higher fatigue
endurance related to conventional resin in 10mm oversized hole, while the fatigue life of
specimens with conventional resin decreased with larger hole clearance namely from 6 to
10mm.
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1.Introduction

1 Introduction
Problem definition
Injected bolted shear connections (IBCs) have been used for the renovation of old metallic
riveted bridges with faulty rivets, and corrosion problems. Riveting is no longer widely used
leading to lack of skilled labour and materials, while another good solution to preserve null slip
namely the fitted bolts, are considered expensive. High strength friction grip bolts (HSFG) are
not preferred due to unknown friction coefficient of faying surfaces, while welding is avoided
on site due poor weldability properties of corroded steel. The first application of such technique
occurred in the Netherlands in 70’s and it is common practice for the rehabilitation of old
bridges, as well as for the erection of new structures when slip critical connections are
demanded. New railway and road bridges, large roofs, windmills, wave barriers and others
have been erected using shear IBCs (Figure 1.1). The increased traffic conditions in case of
bridges and the cyclic nature of loads to which these structures are exposed leaded to the
need of fatigue assessment of injected bolted connections but the research to that extend is
limited. Even more limited is the research on fatigue behaviour of structural resins used in this
kind of applications. Fatigue behaviour of resins is important to be investigated, for the use of
results in numerical models for prediction of fatigue strength of resin IBC’s.

Figure 1.1: Cut of a Double Lap Shear connection using injection bolt (Koper 2017 [1])

More recently a wide research has been carried out, aiming to replace traditional headed
welded studs to steel concrete composite flooring systems which used in decks of bridges and
multi-storey buildings. Traditional shear connectors are an economic and standardized in their
use solution, but their application excludes the possibility of deconstruction and reuse. For this
reason, demountable shear connectors with injection bolts and oversized holes in the flange
of steel girder have been investigated as a sustainable alternative. Research has shown that
1
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in this case use of oversized holes is necessary to ensure proper fabrication tolerances and
allow re-erection process.
Considering this research on demountablity of composite structures using injection bolts and
oversized holes, a new injection material was developed at T.U Delft, namely the steel
reinforced resin, as an alternative to conventional epoxy resin recommended by Dutch Ministry
of Infrastructure for structural applications. In this novel material, steel shot is used to fill the
hole clearance before the injection with conventional resin SW404/HY2404. The small steel
spherical particles act like reinforcement, while the epoxy resin acts as matrix filler material,
forming a final material with higher Youngs Modulus (approx. 2.5 times higher) than that of
conventional resin. Therefore it can be used instead of conventional resin without
compromising the connection stiffness. Also, it has been proven that leads to lower creep
deformation.
In present Master Thesis the behaviour of these 2 resin products (conventional and steel
reinforced resin) in uniaxial cyclic loading and under confined conditions is investigated using
a tailor-made for this reason test setup. This setup is a simple pin connection, trying to simulate
the bearing stress state of a double lap shear connection when cyclic loading is applied, but
without risk of fatigue cracks in steel parts (bolt and steel plates) which is the common failure
mode in fatigue testing of Injected Bolted Connections. An experimental program was
designed for that reason with testing parameters selected based on previous research on
fatigue testing on IBCs and current assembly of specimens. The specimen tested had
oversized holes to be in accordance with the research of using injection bolts for
demountability. Furthermore, numerical modelling of test set-up was used to investigate the
static (define initial stiffness) and quasi static behaviour of specimens. Finally, a statistical
evaluation with probabilistic models of ASTM, and a more conservative model by Schneider
and Maddox recommended from IIW (International Institute of Welding) was performed.
Through linear regression analysis the fitted curves are plotted and through probabilistic
analysis with confidence level of 95% characteristic curves are proposed.

Research questions
The main aim of this thesis is to investigate the fatigue behaviour of resin and steel reinforced
resin used in IBC’s by carrying out experiments with a tailor made test-up where the
deformation over cycles built-up is attributed to deterioration of material properties of resin
layer exposed to cyclic loads. An effort was made to answer the following research questions
during the thesis.
•
•

•
•

Is the non-standardized novel test set-up verified compared to standard double lap
shear connection
What is the behavior of tested resins with the novel set-up:
a) In a quasi-static loading scheme
b) In a fatigue loading scheme
How the hole clearance affects the fatigue behaviour of tested resins
Is the fatigue behaviour of Steel-Reinforced resin superior to that of Conventional
resin
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Methodology of research
Literature review on the current state of the art on resin injected bolted connections in static
and fatigue loads, applications of IBCs in civil engineering and fatigue testing of epoxy resins
is performed.
Testing of conventional and steel reinforced resin with the proposed custom test setup is
performed in oversized holes with 3 different stress ranges of uniaxial compressive cyclic
loading in two phases. A quasi-static phase to capture initial stiffness of connection and fatigue
loading phase to investigate the slip accumulation over number of testing cycles due to the
deterioration of mechanical properties of resin layer.
Finite element analysis on static and quasi-static loading of test set up is performed with
models validated from experiments, mainly to investigate if it is reliable to use the test-set up
compared to real double-lap shear connections with injection bolts as described in Eurocode.
Finally, a fatigue probabilistic analysis was conducted to obtain S-N curves and propose
characteristic S-N curves of resin and steel reinforced resin in tested geometries based on
selected confidence levels.

Outline of thesis
This thesis is organized in 8 chapters
Chapter 1 provides general information about the topic and research question as well as
methodology of research are presented
Chapter 2 summarizes the state of art on application of resin injection bolts in civil engineering,
the use of oversized holes and slip critical joints. Main focal points are the fatigue testing of
injected bolted connections and epoxy resins, and the testing parameters used in fatigue
experimental programs with injection bolts and the material properties of tested resins to be
used in numerical analysis.
Chapter 3 presents the tailor-made test set-up, finalizes the testing parameters to be used and
describes the assembly and testing process.
Chapter 4 presents the results of static numerical analysis and the numerical verification of
novel test set-up compared to standardized double lap shear connection of EN 1090-2.
Chapter 5 describes the results of the experiments in quasi-static and fatigue phase, a
selection of data is performed to mitigate scatter and draw conclusions and an investigation
in possible reasons of scattering to improve the test set-up for future experiments is carried
out
Chapter 6 provides a statistical evaluation of the test results based on two probabilistic models
Chapter 7 presents a discussion on the conclusions and the research limitations
Chapter 8 provides main conclusions of the research conducted and recommendations for
future work.
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2 Literature review
In this section an overview of the state of the art in the field of injection bolts, connections with
injection bolts both in static and fatigue loading, applications with resin injection bolts are
presented. Also, previous research on fatigue testing of epoxy resins and statistical methods
to evaluate test data are mentioned.

Injection Bolts
According to ECCS [2] the definition of injection bolts is the following. Injection Bolts are bolts
in which the cavity produced by the clearance between the bolt and the wall of the hole is
completely filled up with a two-component resin. Filling of the clearance is carried out through
a small hole in the head of the bolt. After injection and complete curing, the connection is slip
resistant. Normative regulations for injection bolts can be found in Annex G of EN 1090-2 [3]
and in EN 1993-1-8 [4].

Components of injection bolts
•

Bolts

For injected bolted connections (IBC’s) bolts of strength class 8.8 or 10.9 may be used. A hole
with prescribed dimensions and position (see Figure 2.1), should be placed in the head of the
bolt to allow for the injection of the resin with use of an injection gun. Injection bolts can be
found in the market or they can fabricated in shop according to the regulations of Eurocode
1090-2 [3]. They can be preloaded on non-preloaded but in case of preload, tightening should
be carried out prior to the injection of the resin. A small amount of pretension of steel plates
which has no structural use is recommended in any case to prevent possible leakage of the
resin between the plates.

Figure 2.1: Injection hole layout [3]
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•

Resin

A certain resin to be used for injection bolt applications is not defined in EN 1090-2. It is defined
that a 2-component epoxy resin should be used with pot life at least 15 minutes and a viscosity
such all the clearances of the connection are filled sufficiently and the resin should not flow
out of the bolt after the injection in room temperature is stopped (EN 1090-2 [3]). If there are
not available data, tests should be performed in order to determine the suitable resin
temperature and curing time. The temperature of the resin should be in the range of 15-25°C.
One of the most used 2-component epoxy resin, which is in fact the only allowed for use in
infrastructural works by the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure (Rijkswaterstaat) Is
Araldite/RenGel SW 404 which is combined with hardening agent Ren HY 2404.
An extensive research on possible resins to be used for injection bolt applications has been
carried out by Koper [1]. In this research the application of various resins was investigated,
namely SW404+HY2404, Sinkadur30, Sinka Injection 451, Edilon Dex R2K, and Edilon Dex
G20 based on parameters such as viscosity, pot life, glass transition temperature Tg and
mechanical properties after curing. Considering all these parameters author concluded that
RenGel SW 404/HY 2404 best performs related to alternatives.
Nijgh [5] has also investigated the feasibility of different injection materials for use in oversized
holes regarding the short and long term behaviour of the connections, and invented a novel
injection material, the steel reinforced resin which consists of a steel particles skeleton and a
conventional epoxy resin (SW404/HY2404) used as matrix. He proposed that the most
suitable material to use for steel skeleton is steel spherical shot like the one used in steel
blasting. This innovative material offers an increased connection stiffness (+71%) and a
decrease in creep deformation (-35%) for the geometry of standard double lap shear
connection tests recommended in EN 1090-2 [3].
These two materials namely the conventional RenGel and the steel reinforced resin made
from the conventional epoxy resin plus the steel shot will be used in this research for a
preliminary investigation of their fatigue properties (further information also can be found in
section 3.2). The material properties of both materials are briefly referred below.
The product sheet of SW404/HY2404 epoxy resin indicates a compressive strength of 110125 Mpa and a Young’s Modulus of 9-9.5 GPa but various values are mentioned for this
material in literature. For example Kortis (2011 [6]) indicates a value of 4-5.5GPa while de
Freitas et al. (2012 [7]) report a value of 3.2 GPa. Nijgh (2017 [5]) suggested E=4.25 GPa in
the numerical study of his test set-up of the injected double lap shear connections. A Poisson’s
ratio of 0.3 for conventional resin is commonly used.
In the most recent work at TU Delft (M. Nijgh, H. Xin and M. Veljkovic ([8], [9]) the material
properties of resin and steel reinforced resin are defined using analytical and numerical
homogenization methods and small scale specimens in confined and unconfined conditions
subjected to uniaxial static compression loading. From this research for conventional resin in
unconfined conditions E=5640 MPa, v=0.3 and compressive strength of 167 MPa are
proposed. It is mentioned that natural confinement provided by connection components has a
positive effect on strength and stiffness of the resin and decreases the creep deformation. For
steel reinforced resin in unconfined conditions the material properties are the following:
E=15700 MPa v=0.22 and compressive strength of 120.3 MPa.
The authors in the above-mentioned research ([8], [9]) concluded that due to good agreement
between the numerical and experimental results in their research, these material properties
proposed for resin and steel reinforced resin may be used safely for Finite Element
5
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simulations. Therefore, in the current research for the numerical analysis which is presented
in Chapter 4 these material properties for resin and steel reinforced resin are adopted.

Figure 2.2: Conventional resin (left) and steel reinforced resin (right) after dismantling of double lap shear injected
connection specimens [5]

•

Hardener

As already mentioned a 2-component epoxy resin product consists of a polymer epoxy resin
combined with a hardener which in in case of Araldite is the SW404 and HY2404 respectively.
The hardener is a reactive chemical which starts the reaction between polymer chains of resin
molecules (Koper 2017 [1]). This reaction is called curing and is defined as the chemical
reaction where the viscosity of mixture increases from the moment that resin and hardener
come in contact until the resin turns to a solid state at the end of reaction.
For technical reasons the speed of this rise of viscosity is important and is defined as pot life
of the resin. Pot life is the time in which the initial viscosity of resin doubles. Another way to
describe the reaction speed is working time which is defined as the time after that the resin
has a viscosity such it cannot be applied any more, therefore working life is dependent every
time on the application (dimensions, tolerances etc.) (Koper, 2017 [1]).
Firstly, the hardener HY 404 was used for Araldite resin but it was discovered that has negative
effects in human health and was replaced by the today’s widely used HY 2404. Another option
that can be used for the same epoxy resin system is hardener HY 5159. This hardener offers
an increase pot life related to HY 2404, without compromising the mechanical properties of
final product. The mixing ratios and the material properties of the two hardeners with the same
resin SW404 as defined by the manufacturer can be found in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Resin properties according to manufacturer [10]

The advantage of hardener with higher pot time is that gives the worker the flexibility to finish
the application of a larger portion of resin and therefore leads to a reduced working time. It is
obvious that the hardener HY 5159 facilitates the technical procedure of injection in terms of
feasibility and workability. Indeed this was confirmed in the research of Girbacea [11] who
investigated the influencing factors in assembly and disassembly of large steel concrete
composite flooring systems with multiple injection bolts used as shear connectors. In this
research both type of hardeners used in the experiments and author concluded that the use
of HY 5159 reduced the injection time by a factor of 5 compared to HY 2404. Therefore, the
former hardener will be used in the experimental program of current Thesis.

•

Release agent

A research conducted at TU Delft already from 70’s mentioned that it possible to deconstruct
components of IBC’s if a release agent would be applied in advance (L. P. Bouman, 1972
[12]). In cases when the demountability of injected bolted connections is an issue of
importance, such as in demountable-reusable composite structures, all surfaces in contact
with resin need to be treated with a release agent prior to injection. This is needed since epoxy
resin is highly adhesive and without protective measures, the bolt with the resin part around it
cannot be removed after hardening. An experimental research on demountability of IBC’s was
conducted by Nijgh [5]. Wax spray, silicon spray and PVA solution used as alternatives for
release agents and author concluded that the use of wax-based spray as a release agent is
most suitable for IBC’s. Although the performance of silicon spray is similar to that of wax
spray, silicon is not chosen since the presence of silicon may degrade the material properties
of the resin.
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Advantages of injection bolts
Application of injection bolts provide important advantages in repair and strengthening
techniques of old structures as well as in the construction of new structures were slip critical
joints are required. An overview of positive aspects of injection bolts related also to other
solutions for slip-critical joints in presented below:

Figure 2.3: Injection bolt layout [2]

•

•
•

•

•

•

In rehabilitation of old corroded steel riveted structures, the use of injection bolts is a
very good alternative to replace damaged rivets. They offer a similar behaviour with
fitted bolts but with lower costs since application of fitted bolts demands special
preparation of holes. Use of rivets is avoided due to lack of equipment and skilled
workers, while welding of strengthening plates is avoided due to poor weldability
properties of old corroded steel. HSFG bolts also are not preferred due to unknown
friction coefficient of contact surfaces.
A good corrosion resistance is ensured with use of injection bolts since the resin
completely fills the cavity of clearance (important for old and new structures).
Injection bolts resist effectively sudden slip in case of overload. In connections with
HSFG sudden slip in case of load higher than slip resistance of connection is possible
(important for both old and new structures).
There is no need of special requirements when applying injection bolts compared to
application of HSFG, such as requirements for connected surfaces (use of certain paint
layers to achieve certain slip factor), and not controlled tightening in case of nonpreloaded injection bolts.
Possibility of compact connections when the desired load transfer is very high, and the
available space is small. Using preloaded injection bolts in such cases could offer the
solution since the design resistance is the sum of slip resistance plus the bearing
resistance of the resin.
In case of connecting materials with different geometrical tolerances (i.e. in steelconcrete composite structures) the use of injection bolts with oversized holes is a very
good alternative to traditional shear connectors

Examples of the advantages offered by IBC’s in real applications can be found in following
section 2.3
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Static creep and fatigue behaviour of Resin Injected Bolted
Connections (RIBC’s)
Behaviour of bolted connections with injection bolts have been studied by various authors
mainly in monotonic and creep loads, and secondly in fatigue loads. A brief overview of studies
available in literature as well as the code provisions for fatigue and static loading are presented
in this section. Calculation rules for the design resistance of the connections with resin injected
bolts can be found in EN 1993-1-8 [4] while executional information on the bolt detailing and
the bolt hole can be found in EN 1090-2 [3].

Static behaviour of IBCs
Resin injected bolted connection have a design static resistance which depends on the shear
connection category according to EN 1993-1-8 [4]. For bearing type, non-preloaded shear
connection which falls to Category A, with bolts of strength class 4.6 - 10.9, the static design
resistance is the minimum between the design shear resistance of the bolt Fv,Rd and the design
bearing resistance of the resin Fb,Rd,resin according to (Equation 2.1)
FRd , A = min ( Fv , Rd , Fb , Rd , resin )
(Equation 2.1)

For slip-resistant at Serviceability Limit State (Category B) and for slip-resistant at Ultimate
Limit State (Category C), preloaded shear connection with bolts class 8.8 or 10.9, the static
design resistance should not exceed the minimum between the design shear resistance of the
bolt Fv,Rd, the design bearing resistance of the resin Fb,Rd,resin plus the design slip resistance
of the bolt Fs,Rd and the design bearing resistance Fb,Rd as shown in (Equation 2.2)
FRd , B = FRd ,C = min ( FvRd , Fb , Rd , resin + Fs , Rd , Fb , Rd )
(Equation 2.2)

The design bearing resistance of the resin Fb,Rd,resin is calculated according to the following
(Equation 2.3:

Fb , Rd ,resin =

kt  ks  d  tb ,re sin    fb ,re sin

M4
(Equation 2.3)

Where
k t : for SLS is equal to 1.0 and for ULS is equal to 1.2

k s : is equal to 1.0 for holes with normal clearances or 1.0-0.1 m for oversized holes
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m : is the difference expressed in mm between the normal and oversized hole dimensions. In
case of short slotted holes m is equal to half the difference between the hole length and width
tb , re sin : is the length over which the resin is considered to be effective and is given in Table 2.2

 : is a coefficient which depends on the thickness ratio of the connected plates and is given
in Table 2.2
f b , re sin : is the bearing strength of the resin calculated according to Annex G of EN 1090-2 [3]

t1/t2

β

tb,resin

≥2,0
1,0≤ t1/t2≤ 2,0
≤ 1,0

1,0
1,66-0.33(t1/t2)
1,33

min(2t2;1,5d)
min(t1;1,5d)
min(t1;1,5d)

Table 2.2: Values of β and tb, resin as a function of ratio t1/t2 [3] in double lap shear connections. The definition
of t1 and t2 is given in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: t1 and t2 definition

It should be mentioned that according to EN 1993-1-8 [4] for ratio l/d>3 where l is the length
of plate package and d is the diameter of injection bolt the stress distribution in resin layer is
not uniform due to bending deformation of the bolt as it can be seen from the following figure.

Figure 2.5: Bearing stress distribution for l/d>3 [2]
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Fatigue behaviour of IBCs
Fatigue detail categories of resin injected bolted connections with or without preload are
defined by EN 1993-1-9 [13]. Eurocode suggests the same detail category (112) for preloaded
conventional and preloaded resin injected bolts.

Connection
Type

Non-preloaded
Double Lap
Single Lap

Preloaded
Double Lap
Single Lap

Non-injected

50

50

112

90

Injected

90

80

112

90

Table 2.3: Fatigue detail categories for double lap and single lap connections preloaded/non-preloaded, injectednon-injected according to EN 1993-1-9 [13]

An experimental study carried out by de Jesus, da Silva et al. (2016) [14] for the fatigue
behaviour of double and single lap shear preloaded connections with injection and normal
bolts and steel plates from old riveted bridges to simulate strengthening application conditions.
The goal of authors was to investigate in what extend the same detail category for preloaded
injected or not connections is correct. For double lap shear connections and single lap shear
connections, a puddle iron material from Fao bridge and a mild steel similar to S355 from
Terzoi bridge in Portugal were used respectively. The researchers revealed after experiments
and statistical analysis with probabilistic model proposed in ASTM standards to obtain S-N
curves, that the use of preloaded injection bolts leads to a fatigue strength reduction compared
to standard preloaded bolts. As it can be seen in Figure 2.6 where the S-N curve for preloaded
standard bolts, is higher compared to that for preloaded resin injected bolts used in single lap
shear connections.

Figure 2.6: Comparison of S-N fatigue data from the single shear connections made of the material from the
Trezói bridge (similar to S355) [14]
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of S-N fatigue data from the double shear connections made of the material from the Fão
bridge (puddle iron) [14]

After fatigue failure of all specimens the epoxy resin (which was Sinkadur 30), was undamaged
according to authors. Comparing code-based S-N curves for single shear lap joints (80,90
MPa) to mean S-N curves from single-lap joints with steel Terzoi bridge (Figure 2.6), it can be
observed that first all obtained curves have same slope with Eurocode curves which is logic
since material of Terzoi bridge was similar to steels used today. Secondly Eurocode curves
are conservative and finally there is a fatigue strength reduction when using preloaded
injection bolts compared to standard preloaded bolts as.
This is also verified by experiments for double lap shear connections made of iron material of
Fao bridge (Figure 2.7). The difference in that case is that S-N curve is no longer parallel to
standard from Eurocode curves which may be justified to the different material properties of
iron related to steels used today, resulting to different crack propagation which is the basis of
the definition of S-N code curves. Also in this case the test data of preloaded injection bolts
were lower than test data of preloaded standard bolts indicating fatigue strength reduction.The
results are considered from the authors as surprising since Eurocode does not propose lower
detail category for resin injected bolts.
However from a more recent research numerical research has been carried out by the same
researchers (J. Correia et al [15]), with standard and resin injected bolts it was concluded that
the use of adhesive resins produce an improvement on the fatigue life in the crack initiation
phase which is in contradiction with the previous experimental work. This statement agrees
with the current research at TU Delft.
This partly agrees also with another study by B. Pedrosa et al. (2017) [16] where single shear
connection configuration was investigated to access resistance when using injected bolts in
comparison to non-injected bolts. The material of plates was S355 and old iron material from
Eiffel bridge in Portugal (Figure 2.8). The epoxy resin used was Sinkadur52 and bolts were
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M24 10.9 to 26mm holes. Run-outs were excluded from statistical analysis as indicated in
ASTM standards [17]

Figure 2.8: Comparison of EC3 detail category 90 for preloaded injected single lap connections with the
experiments

The main conclusion of this study was that resin improved the fatigue strength of single lap
connections in high cycle fatigue regime. The scatter of experimental data may be attributed
to the inclusions of resin and to heterogeneities and defects of old iron material. The slopes of
mean S-N curves are different from EC3 category 90 for preloaded single shear due to
different material properties, but the slope of curve obtained for standard bolts has a similar
slope with code curve.
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Application examples with resin injected bolts.
This section discusses four real projects and one large experimental project where resin
injected bolted connections were used. More application examples can be found in sources
[2] and [18].

Repair of riveted connections in old steel bridges with injection bolts
According to American Institute of Steel Construction [19] riveting is considered as one of the
oldest ways of joining steel structures and was one of the most popular methods in steel
construction during the first decades of 20th century. Nevertheless, after the introduction of
high strength bolts their use was decreased sharply and currently rivets are almost never used
in new structures where either welds or bolts are preferred. However, there are still many old
damaged or outdated rivetted railway or road bridges across the world, and there is lack of
experienced technical staff for retrofitting of such structures. To repair riveted structures
alternative slip-resistant fasteners are thus considered such as HSFG (High Strength Grip
Bolts), Fitted bolts and Injection bolts. Fitted bolts is an expensive solution due to the
necessary preparation of the holes, while the use of HSFG is considered as unreliable since
corrosion of old steel plates and paint layers lead to an unknown friction coefficient of contact
surfaces. For this reason in the Netherlands it is standard practice to repair old railway or road
bridges with injection bolts as a replacement for damaged rivets [2],[18],[20]. Injection bolts
are used as connection method also for construction of new railway and road Dutch bridges
[18].
According to A. Gresnigt et. al [20], injection bolts used successfully to repair an old
(constructed in 1934) rivetted bridge crossing river Havel in Oranienburg, Germany. Inspection
revealed serious corrosion problems in the web of the main girder, where from the original
thickness of 14mm, only 9mm in average remained, and even 0mm at some places. A detail
of the cross section and a picture of the corroded steel plates can be seen in the following
Figure 2.9

Figure 2.9: Left-Cross section detail of Oranienburg bridge. Right-Visible corrosion on the web of steel supporting
girder [20]

For this project, ministry of traffic of the county Brandenburg in Germany decided to apply
injection bolts to strengthen the bridge, and for this reason a research was carried out in TU
Delft Stevin Lab with accordance of RWTH Aachen [20]. The results of long duration creep
tests conclude that the application of injection bolts in old bridges is an excellent alternative to
repair damaged rivets. Also, even though a design bearing stress of σb=130 N/mm2 is
recommended by ECCS Recommendations (1994) [2], it was decided to use a design bearing
14
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stress of σb=150 N/mm2 , since test results proved the safety of the applied design value for
the bearing stress in the bridge.This means that the slip of the bolt in the hole at a bearing
stress of σb=150 N/mm2 is less than 0.3mm which is the same limit used for HSFG and Fitted
bolts by EN 1993-1-8 [4]. Moreover, according to results of tests in specimens with maximum
service temperature of 70o C, high temperatures have a non-significant effect on slip. In total
700 injection bolts with size M24, and steel plates were used for the strengthening of the web
and their application can be seen in following figure. Another known successful application of
resin injected bolts is the rehabilitation of a metallic bridge in Portugal at the bridge over the
Mondego River in Figueira da Foz [21]. It should be noted that according to numerical study
by J. Kortis [6] the replacement of rivets with injection bolts leads to a rise of load transferred
by adjacent rivets. This can be attributed to the relatively low stiffness of resin related to
stiffness of steel.

Figure 2.10: Left: Injection procedure of the M24 injection bolts. Right View of the strengthening plates with
injection bolts on the web of main girder of the bridge [20]

Maeslant Storm Surge Barrier
Maeslant storm surge barrier (Figure 2.11) located in the end of the Rhein-Meuse river close
to Hook of Holland, is part of Delta Works, a huge infrastructural project which protect the
South regions of the Netherlands from seawater after the fatal floods of 1953. It was
constructed between 1991-1997 and according to Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure
(Rijkswaterstaat) [22] no other flood barrier in Netherlands has larger movable parts than
Maeslant Barrier. Normally the Barrier is open, but it closes if the water level is predicted to
reach the critical point of 3m above NAP (which is the reference height for measurements in
Low Countries), to protect a population of 2 million in Zuid-Holland Province. This can happen
every decade, and the gate closed for the first time at 2007. It is noted that it can withstand
storm tides up to 5m above NAP which can create very large forces. It is consisted of two
doors, each 210m long and 22m high and steel trusses of 237m welded at each gate
increasing the weight at 6800 tonnes for each gate, which can transfer the huge sudden forces
when the gates are closed to one single hinge ball joint at the end of every gate. The forces
must be transferred through steel trusses to ball bearings and from there safely to the ground.
The engineers wanted to prevent any slip in the connections between trusses and bearings
(Figure 2.12) in combination with high design resistance for each bolt and protection from
corrosion due to environmental conditions. For these reasons M80, M72, M64, M56 8.8
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preloaded injection bolts were used instead of conventional preloaded bolts, since the resin
protects the bolt and hole from corrosion and with HSFG there is a danger of sudden slip if
load is higher than maximum friction resistance. The reason why big bolt sizes were chosen
is because the steel plates are quite thick due to big dimensions of structure and large forces,
and the engineers wanted to stay in the limit l/d<3 to achieve uniform bearing stress
distribution in the resin (Nijgh, 2017 [5]).

Figure 2.11: Front view of Maeslant Barrier while it is open [22]

Figure 2.12: Image of connection between trusses and ball bearings with injection bolts in Maeslant Storm Surge
Barrier [5]
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Johan Cruijff Arena - New Stadium of Ajax in Amsterdam
The new football stadium of Ajax in Amsterdam (Figure 2.13) was constructed between 19931996 by Royal BAM Group and Ballast Nedam and designed by Arcadis Bow/Infra, with a
capacity of 55.000 spectators and a final cost of 140 million. The stadium has a removable
roof steel structure consisting of two parts, each measuring 35 x 120 m, which can be opened
or closed in less than half an hour (I. D. G. Mans and J. Rodenburg, 2000 [23]). The roof is
normally opened but depending on weather conditions it can be closed. For this roof
application there was the requirement that under no circumstance deformations are allowed
at the connectors [18]. Therefore, the designers chose injection bolts as a slip resistant
connection for the steel members of roof structure.

Figure 2.13: Johan Cruijff Arena

Figure 2.14: Drawing of steel removable roof [23]
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Glass roof structure in bus station near Amsterdam Central Station
Another application of injection bolts can be found in the source [24] (H. J. Lint et al. 2012)
regarding a glass roof structure which covers the IJ-sei bus station near Amsterdam Central
Railway Station (Figure 2.15). The structure has a total length of 360m and maximum height
of 22m, consisted from steel arc frames placed at equal distances of 12.5m and purlins which
support the glass roof panels. The influence of deformations on this steel structure is greater
in the connection between the purlins and the arc frame girder. A construction detail of the
connection can be seen in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: View of the glass roof steel structure from the inside of bus station [24]

1.
2.
3.
4.

Purlins IPE140
Horizontal displacement due to hole clearance
Injection bolts M27 10.9 in 30mm hole
Truss structure
Figure 2.16: Detail of the connection where injection bolts were applied [24]
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In the detail (Figure 2.16), two purlins fixed in the flanges of frame girders are depicted. In
loading situation with max SLS load the purlins subjected to an opposite angle of rotation at
both sides of the connection. The bending moment can only be fully transferred if all contact
surfaces are compact. With normal bolts the rotations are large. The angle of rotation can be
limited using slip-resistant connections such as fitted bolts, preloaded bolts and injection bolts.
As in the case of Oranienburg bridge (section 2.3.1) designers chose injection bolts since fitted
bolts was considered an expensive solution, and with HSFG the design resistance depended
on friction resistance which is affected by the friction coefficient between contact surfaces. For
this project additional short and long duration test were carried out in TU Delft Stevin Lab and
in University of Ljubljana according to recommended testing procedure by EN 1090-2 [3], to
investigate the bearing resistance of the resin. The results of this research are available in
publications [25] (N. Gresnigt et al.), [26] (D. Beg and N. Gresnigt). From this research it was
concluded that the design long duration bearing resistance of resin RenGel SW404+HY2404
can be considered as fb, resin, LT =200MPa and design short duration bearing resistance fb, resin,
ST=280 MPa. These values are greater than the recommended from ECCS Recommendations
(1994) [2], which is σb=130 MPa and they agree with previous research for short duration
bearing stress (L. P. Bouman, 1974 [27]), and for long duration bearing stress (A. Gresnigt et
al. 2000 [20]) respectively.

Demountable steel-concrete systems – a new field of research
Composite structures with steel supporting girders and concrete deck are widely used
throughout the word as a cost-efficient approach for flooring systems in structures such as
bridges and multi-storey buildings. In composite structures both materials are used in their
most favourable way. The strain distribution is continuous over the cross sections where steel
provides tensile strength, concrete provides compressive strength resulting in increasing
stiffness and load capacity. The most common way to ensure composite action is by using
traditional headed welded studs which transfer the longitudinal shear forces in steel-concrete
surface. (Figure 2.17)

Figure 2.17: Up: Cross section of a composite structure. Down: Beam with and without composite action (M. von
Arnim 2017 [28])
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Currently the mayor disadvantage of welded-headed studs in terms of reusability, is that it is
almost impossible to achieve a separation of concrete deck and steel girder without damaging
the elements. Especially in the era of sustainability, where market moves from linear to circular
economy the goal is to design structures with perspective of reuse. This becomes more
prominent, since the construction industry uses 40% of primary energy production and is
responsible for 40% of CO2 emissions in industrialized countries (N. Jonas et al. 2007 [29]),
while in Europe every year there are 450 million tonnes of construction and demolition waste,
and only 25% of waste materials are reused (K. Kourmpanis et. al 2008 [30]).
For this reason, a wide research has been carried out in the field of demountablity in
construction industry, and especially for composite structures research focused on
demountable shear connectors instead of welded headed studs. Demountable shear
connectors which can be used towards a circular economy are bolted shear connectors with
or without embedded nuts, friction grip bolts, and a novel connector i.e. resin-injected boltcoupler systems (Figure 2.18).They can be used in combination with pre-fabricated concrete
decks for even faster assembly without drying time for in-situ casted concrete.

Figure 2.18: Right: Demountable shear connectors [31] Left: Innovative Bolted shear connector with embedded
coupler [28]

According to Pavlovic [32] oversized holes are necessary to achieve an easy installation of
precast deck to steel girder, and easy demounting. The cost of demountable connectors is
higher related to traditional solution but still structure is cost-effective due to fast erection and
considering the total life-cycle. However, a disadvantage of using oversized holes is the initial
slip between concrete deck and steel girder especially when shear connectors are not
pretensioned.
Friction grip bolts transfer shear forces through friction achieved by prestressing, but this
prestress load introduces high compressive strength in the concrete around bolt and due to
creep and shrinkage of concrete there is a loss of structural pretension with time. In addition,
there is the danger of sudden slip if design loads overcome friction resistance.
Bolts without embedded nuts are not suitable as mechanical connectors according to M.
Pavlović [32], due to reduced stiffness because of slip and possible rotation of bolt in the
absence of nut. Bolts with embedded nuts have an increased stiffness related to those without
nut but still lower than welded studs due to slip in the oversized hole, and a shear resistance
almost equal to this of welded studs (M. Pavlovic et al. 2013 [33])
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The innovative solution of resin-injected bolt coupler systems is a feasible solution since the
resin allows for larger tolerances without compromising load-bearing capacity according to A.
Kozma et al. [34]. Moreover, there is no danger to damage of elements since there are no
extending parts as in regular embedded bolts which are vulnerable to transportation and the
danger of sudden slip as in case of friction bolts is eliminated since resin fills the clearances.
The system is consisted by a coupler and a bolt embedded in the prefabricated concrete deck
and an assembly bolt which is placed at the construction site to connect steel girder to concrete
deck (M. von Arnim [28]). The assembly bolt is injected from below to obtain a slip-resistant
connection. The steel grade of assembly bolt is lower than this of coupler and internal bolt
therefore in ULS will fail first without damaging the non-removable parts of the system.
Resin-injected bolt-coupler systems have been studied by various authors (A. Gritsenko [35]),
( I. A. Gîrbacea [11]), ( A. Sarri [36]), ( M. P. Nijgh et al.[37]), ( A. Kozma et al.[38]), ( M. von
Arnim [28]), and others mostly from TU Delft, University of Luxemburg, University of Bradford,
Steel Construction Institute (UK), in the context of REDUCE project (Reuse and Demountablity
Using steel structures and Circular Economy). The project is founded by European
Commission and aims to provide technical solutions, tools and guidance to assist in design
for deconstruction as well as reuse, of multi-storey steel-composite structures.
According to a study of Nijgh et al. [37] it is proposed that the optimal method in terms material
use, execution and deconstruction of composite car-park flooring system is to use tapered
beams with 6mm oversized holes and injection bolts with embedded couplers. Experimental
and numerical research by Girbacea [11] indicates that demountable composite flooring
systems is feasible solution if construction tolerances are designed properly and resin injection
of large oversized holes allows for higher manufacturing imperfections and reduced
construction time while at the same time enables composite action by creating a slip-resistant
connection. Finally it should be noted that reusability of elements would not be possible without
precautions such as release agents which will prevent the adhesion between resin and steel
(Nijgh [5]), (I. A. Gîrbacea [11]), (Koper [1]).

Oversized and slotted Holes
From the literature review so far, in the applications with resin injected bolts the importance of
using oversized holes is becoming clear. Of course, the same occurs in many applications
with conventional bolts.
Since the 1st application of high-strength bolts in 1947 bolt holes larger than bolts have been
used for assembly according to G. L. Kulak et al. [19]. The same approach was adopted in
USA and Japan where a hole diameter normally 2mm greater than bolt diameter became
usual practice. When the hole diameter is restricted to values less than 2mm in excess of
nominal bolt diameter, erection problems is easier to occur due to miss-alignment of elements
in joint regions. A solution to avoid such problems is the preassembly of structures in steel
shop from fabricators, but this increases the total cost. A larger hole size could minimize
preassembly resulting in both time and money saving.
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With an oversized hole the same clearance in all direction is provided to achieve tolerances
during erection. When an adjustment on clearance needed only in one direction slotted holes
can be used which are normally aligned parallel with respect to load direction. In TABLE 11 of
EN 1090-2 ) [3] normal and oversized hole clearances are defined (Table 2.4 below).

Diameter of bolt or pin (mm)

12

14

16

18

20

Normal hole clearance (mm)

1

2

Oversized hole clearance (mm)

3

4

Long slotted holes (on length mm)

22

24

27 and over
3

6

8

1.5d

Table 2.4: Normal and oversized holes for standard bolts [3]

It should be mentioned that the provisions regarding the hole diameter for injected assemblies
are the same as for regular bolted assemblies (H. Kolstein et al. [39]) and are laid down in
Table 11 of EN 1090-2 (Table 2.4 above)
Bolt to hole clearance is defined as:  hole −  bolt
Bolt to hole gap for symmetrical assembly (concentric placement) inside the hole is defined
as:

hole − bolt clearance
=
2
2

These definitions are depicted in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19: Gap between bolt and hole [28]

For prefabricated decks with demountable connectors (section 2.3.5) a larger hole diameter
needed due to a big chance of misalignment and overlapping during fabrication, but this results
in a reduced stiffness due to residual slip. According to G. L. Kulak et al. [19] care must be
provided when large oversized or slotted holes used, to prevent an excessive slip at working
loads. According to EN 1993-1-8 [4] the use of large oversized holes may lead to slip which
results in large deformations and the connection can be specified as slip-critical. For this
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reason Eurocode [4] provides reduction factors for shear resistance in connections with
oversized holes (Table 2.5). Similar regulations provided in American codes [40].

Normal holes
Oversized holes

Bearing Connections

Friction Connections

1

1

0.8

0.85

Table 2.5: Reduction factor for shear connections due to oversized holes according to EN 1993-1-8 [4]

Most unfavourable position of the bolt in bolt hole for IBC’s
In EN-1090-2 (Annex G) [3] the testing procedure for Injected Bolted Shear Connections is
specified. In this procedure the design resistance is specified with prescribed Double Lap
Shear Connection specimens. The code defines that this procedure is used for testing of
preloaded connections, but it can be used also for testing of various resins with injection bolts.
For injection bolts the assembly of the specimens must be such that the bolt inside the hole is
such that the most unfavourable position (Figure 2.20) of the bolt is achieved with respect to
the resin layer. This in in accordance with the statement in ENV 1090-1[41]. This position
creates the maximum potential for slip of the bolt in the hole since the resistance in EN 10902, is calculated in certain slip level (0.15mm) and therefore the resin layer loaded in
compression is maximized.

Figure 2.20: Bolt t unfavourable position inside the bolt according to EN 1090-2 [3] (in this case bolt with
do=20mm and hole with d=22mm are depicted) [1]

In the study of Kolstein et al. [39] the effect of slotted holes on long duration creep experiments
on standard specimens with M20 bolts, according to the guidelines in EN 1090, Annex K [3].
Some specimens had round holes of 22mm and some had slotted holes of either 24 or 26mm.
The displacements of the specimens with a normal round hole clearance are lower than
displacements of specimens with slotted holes. In the same paper in is reported that the use
of oversized holes reduces the maximum allowed bearing stress as a result of lower initial
stiffness and increased slip.
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Nijgh [5] created a numerical model for the evaluation of connections with resin injection bolts.
In his parametric study the behaviour of the connections investigated with bolts placed in most
unfavourable position is oversized round holes and slotted holes. The results indicate that the
initial connection stiffness is always higher in case of oversized round holes than in case of
slotted holes and the effect is more prominent for higher longitudinal clearances as it can be
seen in Figure 2.21. In both cases for higher hole dimensions the stiffness decreases, which
agrees with the numerical parametric study of Sarri [36] in push out experiments for specimens
with steel beam sections and concrete decks, where it is indicated that the diameter of the
steel section hole affects the stiffness.

Figure 2.21: Comparison between initial connection stiffness for double lap shear connections with slotted and
oversize round holes in the center plate. Bolt (M20) located in most negative position with respect to connection
slip [5].

Based on this research it is recommended to use oversize round holes rather than slotted
holes since besides the higher initial stiffness, oversized holes offer more favourable execution
tolerances in all directions and lower or equal average bearing stresses resulting
hypothetically in less creep. However, the latter reason contradicts with EN 1993-1-8 which
allows higher bearing stresses for slotted holes.

Slip critical joints
As mentioned above, generally bolted connections are fabricated with hole clearances so that
the fabrication process is easier. This in many cases results to initial slip occurring in the joints
even before the application of significant loads. In applications such as those mentioned in
section 2.3.5, where oversized or slotted holes must to be used to facilitate erection and
demounting if necessary, or when there is a possibility of fatigue and load reversals in the
structure these connections can be considered as slip-critical. These joints should have a rigid
behaviour and the connectors must provide a slip-resistant connection.
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There is no a strict definition of slip critical joints in Eurocodes but according to American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) [42] slip critical joints are joints which have low
probability of slip during the life of structure. Due to their increased cost related to bearing type
or shear type connections, should be used only when it is expected that slip in the joints would
endanger the serviceability of structure or would result in a decrease of ULS strength of
structure. In RCSC (Research Council on Structural Connections) design guide [19] of AISC
is suggested that slip-critical joints should be designed to prevent slip under serviceability
loads and prevent rapture under ultimate loads. In ULS failure the slip resistant joint behaves
as a bearing type joint and the forces are transferred through bolt shear or bearing of plates.
Therefore, the failure of a slip-resistant joint is not a catastrophic failure necessarily, but it
should be noted that significant slip in the joint may lead to second order effects and instability
of connected structural members.

Summarizing slip critical joints should be used (according to G. Grondin et al. [42]) in cases
when:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Joints subject to fatigue load with reversal of loading direction
Joints where oversized holes are used
Joints where slotted holes are used
Joints where slip at the faying surfaces may be harmful to the performance of structure

The mechanical fasteners to be used (according to RCSC design guide [19]) in slip-critical
connections are:
•
•
•
•

High Strength Friction Grip bolts (HSFG)
Fitted bolts
Rivets
Injection Bolts

Fatigue testing of epoxy resins
Examples of fatigue tests on resins for various applications
Most of data and results of fatigue testing on epoxy resins available in literature, are from
researches on composite FRP materials used in aerospace and mechanical engineering (L.
J. Broutman [43]), (R. Talreja [44]), (P. T. Curtis [45]), (L. Lorenzo [46]), (D. Hughes [47]). In
FRP the fibres (mostly made from carbon or glass) are embedded and supported by a matrix
material which transfer the loads from fibre to fibre, protects fibres from damage and support
fibres in compression (Figure 2.22). Matrices are made usually from epoxy or polyester resins,
but the most common matrix materials for applications in automobile and aerospace
engineering are 2-component epoxy resins due to their advanced chemical and mechanical
properties, besides their high cost. Therefore, the increasing engineering applications of
composites in the 70’s created the need for better understanding of fatigue behaviour of their
components to improve the design and reliability, and this draw the attention of many
researchers.
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Figure 2.22: Representation of a unidirectional FRP material [48]

According to P.T Curtis [45] in a research on fatigue of composites, FRP fibres generally
perform well in fatigue and it is usually the matrix that influences the development of fatigue
damage in composites during fatigue loading. Furthermore, experimental evidence has shown
that slopes of S-N curves of composites are determined by the stresses in matrix. A similar
statement that fatigue behaviour of fibre composites is depended upon matrix materials, can
be found in [49] (L. Sahu and J. Broutman et al.)
An extend research on fatigue behaviour of epoxy resins has been carried out by Broutman
et al. [43] in 1972. Authors investigated several influencing factors for fatigue life in specimens
made of epoxy resin/hardener Epon 828/MPDA subjected to cyclic fatigue tensioncompression stresses (with mean stress=0).
The fatigue mechanisms of resins are difficult to understand because of their complex
molecular structure, their hysteresis and viscoelastic response in cyclic loads and their
environmental and temperature sensitivity. Because epoxies are polymers, they suffer from a
temperature rise due to hysteresis loss when subject to cyclic loads. This temperature
increase depends on stress range and cyclic frequency and according to Broutman
experiments [43], fatigue life of epoxies increases with decreasing frequency. In high
frequencies the temperature increases inside epoxy (Figure 2.23) and this decreases the
strength and modulus of elasticity and the resistance to fatigue of the resin is lowered. Below
a certain frequency there is no increase in temperature. The presence of water in the
specimens had a beneficial effect on fatigue life of resins and this can be attributed to the
cooling down of specimens subjected to high frequencies. Finally, after testing it was proved
that fatigue behaviour of epoxy resins is similar to that of metals, in the sense that the endured
number of cycles increases with decreased applied stress range. Lorenzo et. al [46], tested 2
epoxy resins with flexural cyclic loads, Epon815/Versamide140 and Epon828/Epon-Z and
two failure mechanisms were identified namely viscoelastic creep ductile failure and
nucleation of a main crack due to microcracks and defects in the resin which resulted in brittle
failure.
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be
Figure 2.23: Temperature increase in epoxy and polyester resins vs increasing frequency [43]

In structural engineering the evaluation of fatigue behaviour of resins is important for use in
numerical models to predict fatigue strength of resin injected bolted connections. M. Rodriguez
and all [50] conducted experiments on specimens made of two resins used in structural
applications namely Sinkadur 52 and Sinkadur 30, assembled according to ASTM standards
[51]. To evaluate the results and obtain the S-N curves of adhesives a statistical analysis was
performed according to the principles of the standard ASTM E739-91[52]. Τhe obtained
S-N curves from this experimental program can be found in Figure 2.24. The slope of S-N
curve for Sinka-52 is m=11, while for Sinka-30 is m=6. It was concluded that Sinka-30 has
higher stress range for same failure cycles in high cycle fatigue when compared to Sinka52 while for low number of cycles this is reversed.

•

The S-N characteristic equation for Sinka-30 is: log N = 14.45 − 11 log 

•

The S-N characteristic equation for Sinka-52 is: log N = 9.16 − 6 log 

Figure 2.24: S-N curves for Sinka-52 and Sinka-30 obtained from statistical evaluation [50]
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Testing parameters
From the above it is concluded that for a fatigue testing program in general and specially for
fatigue experiments on epoxy resins, a consideration of several parameters is required and
each of these can affect test results. Such influencing factors are the stress ratio
R =  min /  max , the cyclic frequency f , and the control mode and others which selection
for current research is analysed also in Chapter 3. For this reason, a search in the literature
was necessary to help the author to choose the parameters for the fatigue experiments of the
current study.
The majority of experimental data reported for fatigue testing have been extracted using
constant stress amplitude loading (B. Zafari et al. [53]). Moreover, fatigue tests for IBC’s most
often conducted under displacement control mode or force control mode, but the former results
in material failure under fewer cycles. This is attributed to the continuous increase in
deformation after the damage in the connection has initiated since the load is kept constant.
It should be noted that in the experimental program of this Thesis, there is no possibility of
failure in steel parts of the test assembly, and cracks are expected in the resin part therefore
a force-control mode was chosen.
Another influencing parameter as mentioned above is the stress range R . Stress range can
take the following values depending on the loading of the specimens.

 min ,  max are tensile and mean stress is tensile

•

0  R  1 : in case both

•

−1  R  0 : in case

•
•

−  R  −1 : for same as previous but with mean stress is compressive
0  R  1 : in case both  min ,  max are compressive and mean stress is compressive

•

R = 0 in case

 max is tensile and  min is compressive and mean stress is tensile

 min is zero. In this case loading type is called repeated or one-

directional
The most characteristic loading types for fatigue testing can be shown in following figure:

Figure 2.25: Most characteristic loading types for fatigue testing

As mentioned in previous section 2.6.1 the hysteresis heat energy dissipation which depends
on cyclic frequency can have a significant influence on fatigue behaviour of resins. Therefore,
the choose of frequency f is a key test parameter. For fatigue testing structural resins, ASTM
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standard D7791-12 [51] proposes a testing frequency 1-25 Hz but strongly recommends
the use of value f=5Hz or lower.
Most of researchers followed these recommendations for fatigue testing of resin injected
bolted connections or in resins itself. In fatigue experiments for IBCs in FRP (B. Zafari et al.
[53]), a frequency f=2 Hz and a stress ratio R=0.1 (tension-tension) were used. Authors
justified the selection of this stress ratio, since it offers a high-tension stress range so that
interaction between creep and fatigue would be most severe and there is no stress reversal
so that relaxation can be excluded.
De Jesus and Da Silva in [15] used R=0.1 and f=4-6Hz for single lap shear IBC’s and R=0
and f=2.5 for double lap shear IBC’s with metals from Portuguese bridges. In a similar research
of fatigue behaviour of single lap shear IBC’s made of S355 and an old steel of Eiffel Bridge
in Portugal [16] the parameters were R=0.1 and f=5Hz. For the testing of resins Sinkadur 52
and Sinkadur 30 which referred before (M. Rodrigues et al. [50]), stress range was R=0 while
frequency was f=5Hz for the former and f=2.5Hz for the latter.
For fatigue tests of epoxy resins used as matrix for FRP’s which conducted at the 70’s and
80’s for automobile and aerospace applications, values for R and f at the same range as the
above mentioned are reported. In source [54] (R. Rahul and R. Kitey) for tests on resin
specimens of DGEBA resin/MTHPA hardener f=10Hz and R=0.1 (tension-tension), while in
[55] (A. Lowe et al.) testing parameters were f=1Hz and R=0.1(tension-tension). For fatigue
tests in [46] (L. Lorenzo et al.) the applied fatigue load was a sinusoidal wave form with R=0.1
(tension-tension) used with various frequencies in ambient temperature.
Given these facts from the literature search on fatigue testing parameters for experiments
where epoxy resins were tested alone or as part of connections, it was decided to conduct the
experiments of current Thesis in the Hydraulic Wedge Grip machine of TU Delft Stevin
Laboratory with force control mode. The applied fatigue load chosen to be a sinusoidal wave
load with constant amplitude and R=0.1 (compression-compression), frequency f=5Hz and
ambient test temperature were selected. More details for test set-up and more parameters like
stress ranges, and failure criterion considered, can be found in section 3.4.

Statistical evaluation of experimental results
Many structural components may be subjected to repeated cyclic loads. Engineering
experience has shown that materials, members and connection details may fail from fatigue
even if the maximum applied stress is less that yield strength. Τhe fatigue life of a material or
detail can be obtained analytically using fracture mechanics, or by carrying out fatigue tests.
So far, most knowledge of fatigue life of structural members and their connections has been
obtained by testing representative details (G. L. Kulak et al. [19]).
According to Schneider and Madox (2003) [56] fatigue testing is the main basis of the
relationship between the fatigue resistance of a given material, component or structural detail
and cyclic loading. The results of such fatigue endurance tests are plotted on graphs relating
applied loading (force, stress, strain, etc.) and the number of cycles to failure known in
literature as S-N curves or Wöhler lines. Failure can be defined as structural failure of
specimen or some predefined criterion such as certain crack size or certain displacement or
slip based on the materials and testing conditions.
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Research has shown that stress range is the dominant variable causing fatigue failure.
According to DNVGL code [57], for new types of connections it is recommended to perform
testing of at least 15 specimens in order to establish a new S-N curve and at least 3 stress
ranges should be selected in the relevant S-N region such as the representative slope m can
be determined. Based on that for the experiments on resin and steel reinforced resin of this
Thesis 3 stress ranges selected and an effort has been made to have 15 specimens for each
tested condition (for further information read section 3.4.6). The information about fatigue life
provided by S-N curves has been obtained by testing of materials with cyclic loading of
constant amplitude and constant mean value. This would be the case in current fatigue study.
It has been shown that relationship between stress range Δσ (can be found also in literature
as S or σr) and the number of cycles to failure is linear when each of two variables is expressed
in logarithmic form (Figure 2.26). Therefore, data from fatigue tests are generally described
using the relationship:

N = A  rm which in logarithmic form can be written as log N = log A − m log  r , where:
•
•
•
•

N is the number of cycles to failure (dependent variable)
m is the slope of S-N curve (independent variable)
σr (or S or Δσ) is the stress range
logA is the intercept of line with x axis

It is noted that m and A are constants which depend on the material

Figure 2.26: Relationship between stress range and number of cycles to failure in conventional axes (left) and in
logarithmic axes (right)

If enough data from experiments are available, the mean S-N curve can be derived. Mean SN curve is the fitted curve between the data points of results (logN, logS), and represents the
50% survival probability of all specimens according to G. L. Kulak et al. [19]. Special attention
should be given to the fact that in curve fitting methods the standard approach is to assume
that the parameter plotted on x-axis is the independent variable and the parameter plotted on
y-axis is the dependent variable. However, the opposite is the case in fatigue approach where
logN is treated as the dependent variable ( C. Schneider and S. Maddox [56]).
The standard practice in fatigue analysis for constructing the fitted line (also called the mean
line and an example can be seen in Figure 2.26 above), is to consider only the results from
the specimens that failed (or reached the failure criterion). From these results the parameters
logA and m of the best fit through the data are estimated by an ordinary linear regression. With
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this method the values of parameters logA and m are chosen such as the sum of squared
deviations of logNi (or residuals) is minimized and according to [56] (C. Schneider and S.
Maddox) is the basis to derive later the design curve for most of fatigue design rules in the
word.
It must be mentioned that since test specimens and testing conditions are never identical, the
resulting data are more or less scattered. Furthermore, in structural engineering fatigue
problems are influenced by many parameters which are not always independent therefore
design and evaluation procedures are in most of cases empirical. To overcome the scatter of
S-N data besides the linear regression analysis to find the fitted curve, statistical methods
have to be used so that the derived characteristic (also called design) curves for fatigue
lifetime predictions, agree with the principles of structural integrity criteria. For this procedure
besides a pure statistical approach, also some engineering judgment is needed to establish
suitable safety levels for structural details or materials.
In the literature various probabilistic models can be found, that attempt to model the complete
probabilistic fatigue field. Zao et al. [58] developed a model to predict fatigue life railway axle
steels in high cycle regimes, assuming data follow a logarithmic normal distribution. Schijve
[59] established a statistical distribution function for fatigue life of structures but it was valid
only in certain parts of S-N field and not the full regime. Castillo and Fernandez [60] proposed
a probabilistic model which is recommended for medium high and very high cycle fatigue.
Ιn general, for design purposes, it is necessary to establish limits between which, a given
proportion of the data lie. Typically a value of 95% for probability of survival is used (C.
Schneider and S. Maddox [56]). EN 1993-1-9 adopts the same assumption since the
characteristic fatigue curves in EC3-1-9 (2005) represent 95% probability of survival, which
correspond to the lower 5% failure of the tested fatigue strength. In the literature, for fatigue
studies of structural resins and injected bolted connections, researchers M. Rodrigues et
al.[50], J. A. F. de O. Correia et al.[61], and B. Pedrosa et al. [16], adopted the probabilistic
model of ASTM E739-91 [17] for the derivation of design curves. It should be noted that this
procedure has a limited application for very-high cycle fatigue, also it is recommended not to
extrapolate the curve outside the interval of testing, and the run-out specimens cannot be
considered in the analysis.
In this procedure of ASTM the linear model to represent the S-N curve is described by the
known equation:
Y = A+ B X

Where dependent variable Y, and independent X, defined as

Y = log N , X = log 
The parameter A is the intercept logA and B is the slope m of the mean curve and can be
estimated as:

A = N − B 


B=

k
j =1

( j * −  )( N j * − N )



k
j =1

( j * −  ) 2
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Where

N and  are the mean values of the experimental data and  j * = log  j ,

N j * = log N j respectively; and k is the number of tested specimens.

After the derivation of mean curve, for the derivation of characteristic curve rectilinear
confident bands are used by shifting the mean S-N curve as expressed by next equation
N = A + B   a S

Where S is the standard deviation of residuals and a is an integer number that defines
probability curves of failure according to normal distribution. In case of 95% probability of
survival a = 2 .
Another probabilistic model is proposed by Maddox and Schneider [56] and is adopted for the
fatigue push-out tests in the research on fatigue push-out tests of shear connectors by R
Hallmark et al. [62], uses a similar linear regression analysis for the derivation of mean S-N
curve, based on the least square method proposed by Maddox in a separate publication [63].
The equations of this regression analysis can be found in Appendix B. For the characteristic
curves in this model, can be written also in a linear form with 95% survival probability based
on the equations:

log N c ,k = (log a + m log  ) − t5%  f
(log  c − log  ) 2
1
f = 1+ + n
n  (log  i − log  ) 2
i =1

where:
•

log  is the mean value of n values of log  i

•

t5% is the t-score of a one sided 95% confidence interval in the student’s t-

•

distribution
n f the degrees of freedom which in this case is n − 2 since there are two
coefficients in the regression line (m and logΔσ) that have to be estimated

•

 is the standard deviation of the regression line

The equations of this probabilistic model and the values of students t distribution depending
on the probability of survival can be found in Appendix B.
Based on this research on the literature for the statistical approaches used for the evaluation
of fatigue of resins two models are chosen in the present Thesis for the shake of comparison.
These models are the described above ASTM E739-91 [17], and the Maddox and Schneider
model [56].
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3 Experimental work
As mentioned before, injection bolts are used in applications such as repair of old riveted
connection in steel bridges, construction of new bridges (common in the Netherlands), slip
resistant connections in storm barriers and other structures, while they are a feasible solution
for the construction of composite structures with demountable and reusable structural
members mostly with oversized holes. In these injected bolted connections (IBCs), the void
formed by the clearance between the bolt and the hole is filled up with resin, and hereby a
slip-resistant and durable connection is achieved. The performance of IBC’s preloaded or not,
has been investigated in laboratory mainly by quasi-static and creep tests. There are very few
studies on fatigue behavior of joints and even fewer in fatigue behavior of resins. This
experimental work focuses on the deterioration of the connection stiffness and the slip buildup, which is mainly caused by the resin under cyclic loads.
For the purposes of the ongoing research of fatigue behaviour of resins, several cyclic tests
had been carried out in Stevin Laboratory of TU DELFT using a Hydraulic Wedge Grip
machine. The specimens used at the experiments were designed and constructed according
to a tailor-made test set-up which allows testing of the resin under cyclic loads, without the
risk of fatigue cracks of the injection bolt itself. The specimens were injected with the
conventional resin (recommended by Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure-Rijkswaterstaat), as well
as with a newly developed in TU DELFT, resin reinforced with steel shots, with a subsequently
higher Young’s Modulus (both described briefly in literature review section 2.1). Experiments
with both resins had been carried out to examine in what extend the fatigue properties of steel
reinforced resin are superior to those of conventional resin.
Specimens of two different geometries with respect to the diameter of the hole filled up with
resin were tested, subjected in three different compressive stress ranges. Each experiment
was divided into two phases to simulate as possible, a real loading scheme of a connection.
For the first phase a quasi-static loading with a very low frequency was applied, which made
possible the identification of the initial stiffness of the connection. For the second phase a
fatigue loading in form of a sinusoidal compressive load was applied with a 100 times higher
frequency with respect of that of the quasi-static phase. This cyclic loading scheme with higher
frequency made possible the application of repeated compressive bearing stresses in the
resin, for the investigation of stiffness degradation and slip accumulation of specimen due to
fatigue of resin layer.

Description of the specimens
Geometry of specimens
Three different specimen geometries have been designed and constructed for the
experimental phase of the research. In terms of geometry all specimen types have the same
dimensions, except for the hole diameter in which the resin is injected. Each specimen
consisted of a steel lower (female) plate with a bolt part in which the resin material is injected,
an upper steel loading (male) plate, two orthogonal steel plates for each side of the hole
tightened by M8x80mm Hex bolts to create a confinement for the resin and the threaded part
of a M20 bolt placed in the most unfavourable position inside the hole. The dimensions of all
parts of specimens are described below.
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Lower steel (female) plate
Every specimen consisted of a steel lower plate with a hole in the upper side with diameter of
30 mm, 26 mm, 22 mm for each specimen type respectively. All the other dimensions of the
lower steel plate are the same except for the diameter of the hole which differentiates the
specimen type and can be shown in Figure 3.1 where the front view of the lower plates of the
three different specimen’s type is presented. In Table 3.1 the distinction of specimen type
according to diameter of the hole can be found. The same designation with first capital letter
D followed be the diameter of the hole in mm will be used later for the specimen designation
at every experiment.

Specimen
Designation

Diameter of hole

Radius

Distance from
centre of the hole to
upper edge

D30

30 mm

15 mm

25 mm

Nominal
maximum
thickness of
resin part
formed inside
the hole
10 mm

D26

26 mm

13 mm

25 mm

6 mm

D22

22 mm

11 mm

25 mm

2 mm

Table 3.1: Specimen type distinction according to geometry of lower plate

Figure 3.1: Front view of lower plates D30, D26, D22 from left to right (dimensions in mm)
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In Figure 3.2 the side view of the plate can be seen. The thickness of the main body of the
plate which accommodates the hole is 30mm with length of 180mm and a width of 60mm.
There is an extension with length 70mm and thickness of 15mm which facilitates the fixing of
the plate by the lower wedges of the loading machine as it can be shown. A similar extension
with same dimensions was predicted for the upper lading pin plate as it will be explained in
section 3.1.3.In Figure 3.3a 3D simulation of the lower plate D30 at the ABAQUS CAD
environment is shown along with a picture of lower plate.

Figure 3.2 Left-Side view of lower plates (dimensions in mm), Right-Grip of the lower plate by wedges

Figure 3.3: Lower (female) plate of specimen in reality and in 3D visualization

Upper (male) steel plate
All specimens have the same upper loading male plate through which the load is transferred
to the bolt part and hereby to the resin under testing. Upper plates have a special designed
extension at the lower edge of length 35 mm with an arch finishing which has engraved threads
M20x2.5 of class 6H according to ISO (see Annex C) to accommodate the M20 threaded part
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of the bolt (Figure 3.4). This extension enters to the oppening of lower plate at the final
specimen assembly. The width of the extension is 20 mm, while the width of the opening in
the lower plate is 20.75 mm, in order to avoid the contact between steel surfaces during
loading to limit the friction resistance. The length of the main body of upper plate is 120 mm,
the width and the thickness of the main body is the same as of lower plate meaning 60 mm
for the former and 30 mm for the later. Furthermore, as in the case of lower steel plate, the
same extension of 70mm x 60mm x 15mm can be found on the upper side of the loading pin
plate which serves the fixing of the plate by the wedges of the machine. The drawing of the
upper plates with dimensions in mm can be shown in Figure 3.4 bellow. In Figure 3.5 a 3D
simulation of the upper plate in the ABAQUS CAD environment is shown along with a picture
of upper plate in reality

Figure 3.4: Drawings of front and side view of upper loading male steel plate (dimensions in mm)

Figure 3.5: Upper loading male plate of specimen in reality and in 3D visualization
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Threaded bolt part (pin) – M8x80 Hex Bolts – Side Steel plates
The remaining smaller steel parts of the specimen but also very important in terms of their
function at the specimen, are the threaded M20 bolt parts which are attached to the upper
plate’s extension with the engraved M20x2.5 metric threads as well as the side plates which
are tightened to the lower steel plate by M8x80 hex bolts fitted to four 8 mm diameter holes
drilled in lower plate.
The M20 bolt parts (Figure 3.6) are cutted from a M20 threaded rod in lengths of 29.5 mm in
order to be just smaller than the width of upper and lower plate which is 30 mm to avoid friction
between the bolt part and the side plates. The bolt part serves a vital role, since it transfers
the bearing stresses to the resin part under testing of each specimen. Along with the side
plates which are tightened by the M8 bolts and confine the resin create a simulation of an
injected bolted connection where the resin is confined inside the hole but at the same time
facilitate the testing of the resin alone in fatigue loads, without the risk of the fracture of bolt.
The side plates are orthogonal with dimensions 50mm x 60mm and thickness of 10mm and
with 4 drilled holes of diameter 8mm (Figure 3.7,Figure 3.8) Two side plates are used for each
specimen each at one side of the hole to confine the resin. They are tightened with the use of
M8x80mm Hex Bolts, by manually applying torque at the nuts. Note that the holes in side
plates and in the lower steel plate have no threads and they have diameter of 8 mm therefore
the bolts are fitted. Washers are used in the interface of side plates and the nuts of the M8
fasteners to reduce the compressive stresses applied to steel side plates due to tightening of
bolts.

Figure 3.6: Cutting of bolt parts from threaded M20 rod

Figure 3.7: Drawing of front view of the steel side plates (dimensions in mm)
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Figure 3.8: Side plate of specimen in reality and in 3D visualization

Figure 3.9: M8x 80 Hex bolts with their nut in reality and in 3D visualization as designed in FEA environment
without the threads

Materials
The main materials used in the specimens are the resin (conventional and steel reinforced)
which fills the void formed between the plates and the bolt part, and the steel from which all
the plates and bolt parts are made of. Further information about resins can be found in the
literature review
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Resin
For injection bolt applications a two-component epoxy resin should be used for the injection
of the hole clearance with a pot life at least 15 minutes. The resin must have a viscosity such
as the filling of any cavities is achieved. The injection temperature should be between 1524oC. Epoxy resins are thermosetting polymers and therefore they need a curing process for
hardening. Curing is initiated by heat or radiation or by mixing with a catalyst. Once reach the
solid state, a thermoset cannot be melted for change shape under the influence of heat but
rather burns, in contrast to thermoplastic polymers.
The only resin product allowed from Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure (Rijkswaterstaat) for
injection bolt applications is RenGel SW404 with hardener HY2404 which is also referred in
literature as Araldite SW404/HY2404. The mixing ratio of the components is 10:1 (Resin
RenGel SW404/Hardener HY2404) according to product sheet. The same resin product
(RenGel SW404) is adopted for the experiments of current research but with a different
hardener by the same manufacturer meaning HY 5159 with mixing ratio 8:1, which offers a
higher pot life after mixing and therefore facilitates the injection process. At the same time the
final product after curing has the same material properties as in the case of using HY 2404.

The most important parameters of resins for injection bolt applications are the following:
•
•
•
•

Viscosity of resin
Pot life of resin
Heat deflection temperature of resin after hardening
Mechanical properties of resin after hardening

Pot life is a defined timed during which the viscosity of the mixed system doubles. Pot life of
RenGel SW404 with hardener HY 5159 at room temperature is 50 min according to product
sheet (while pot life of SW404+HY2404 is 15 min). The heat deflection temperature is 100o C.
Although according to the manufacturer the resin is completely cured after 24 hours, a former
research on the resin that conducted in TU Delft have shown that the strength and stiffness
are developed after 3-4 hours [27].

Regarding the mechanical properties of resin the following adopted for this research namely
E=5640 MPa and Poisson ratio ν=0.3 defined for unconfined conditions according to M. Nijgh
et al. [8],[9] as already has been reported in literature review.
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Figure 3.10: Left-Resin components RENGEL SW 404 and REN HY 2402 allowed by Rijkswaterstraat, RightResin components RENGEL SW 404 and REN HY 2402 used in the experiments

Steel Reinforced Resin
Nijgh suggested reinforcing of epoxy resins with steel particles would have two positive effects
[5]. Firstly, the decrease of the creep deformation since resins are susceptible to creep like all
polymers and secondly the increase of initial connection stiffness. Since one of the most
important research questions of this study is the comparison of the fatigue behaviour of
conventional and steel reinforced resin, steel reinforced resin was used also for the
specimens.
Small, strong and stiff particles are added to the hole and fill the clearance prior to injection of
the conventional resin material. They act as reinforcement, as they form a continuous skeleton
through the free volume, forming a load bearing path. The main function of the resin in that
case is the filling of the small voids between the particles and the bonding of the particles.
According to research of Nijgh [5] there are two options for the reinforcing steel particles. The
first is steel shot particles of spherical shape which are used for shot peening which is an
improvement technique of fatigue strength in welded connections. The second alternative is
grit which is has an irregular shape. The steel spherical shots are preferred over grit due to
their easy workability, since irregular shaped grit has lower mobility which makes harder the
insertion in the clearance.
Therefore, spherical steel shot of size class S330 with a nominal diameter of 1mm (Figure
3.11) is used as load bearing skeleton and along with the resin RenGel SW 404 + HY 5159
form the steel reinforced resin material used in the present study.

Function of Particles

Function of Resin

Transfer load through direct particle to particle
contact

Fills the residual free volume

Reduce the required resin volume (economic
benefit)

Prevents any sudden free body movement of the
particles
Provides initial stiffness in case particles are not
in direct contact with the fastener or hole surface
Protects particles from degradation due to
environmental influences such corrosion

Table 3.2: Functions of resin and particles in a steel reinforced resin injected connection [5]
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Figure 3.11: Steel shot used as the reinforcing material of steel reinforced resin used in experiments

Regarding the material and mechanical properties of steel reinforced resin, a first
consideration should be done for the mass of the material. According to Kepler conjecture
theorem (1611), the maximum packing density of equally sized spheres is 74% which is still
valid today.
 Kepler =



 0.74048  74.048%

3 2

(Kepler’s conjecture)

However according to research of Scott and Kilgour [64] the packing density in practice when
spheres are positioned randomly is 64%. In the present study packing density is considered
as 60% according to research of M. P. Nijgh et al. [8].Therefore, the mass density of the steel
reinforced resin is calculated considering that the mass density of steel is 7400 kg/m3 and the
mass density of resin RenGel SW404 + HY5159 according to product sheet is 1800 kg/m3 and
their ratio inside the hole is 60% for the former and 40% for the latter.

 = 7400  0.6 + 1800  0.4 = 5160

kg
m3

(mass density of SR resin)

For the numerical static analysis which is presented on chapter 4 of current research, the
material properties adopted are the following A Young modulus of elasticity E=15200 MPa
and Poisson ratio ν=0.22 defined for unconfined conditions according to M. Nijgh et al.([8]).

Steel
Steel is used for all the plates of the specimen meaning the lower plate, the upper plate with
the loading pin part and the side plates for the confinement of the hole, as well as for the
threaded part of the bolt which transfers the stresses to the resin. All plates are made of steel
S355, while the threaded part of the bolt is made of steel 10.9. Since the load is transferred to
the resin all steel parts remain undamaged after the end of experiment and can be used for
the assembly of the next specimen.
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Component

Steel Grade

Nominal Yield
Strength (MPa)

Nominal Tensile
Strength
(MPa)

Lower plate

S355

355

510

Upper plate

S355

355

510

Side plates

S355

355

510

Threaded M20 Bolt
threaded part

10.9

900

1000

Table 3.3 Steel grade per component used in specimens (EN 1993-1-1)
:

Τhe material properties to be adopted in calculations according to EN 1993-1-1 [65] are the
following:
•

Mass density:  = 7850kg / m3

•

Modulus of elasticity: E = 210.000 MPa

•

Poisson’s ratio: v = 0.3

•

Shear modulus : G =

E
= 81.000MPa
[2(V + 1)]

Assembly of specimens
For the purposes of experimental program of current research, the steel plates of specimens
(Figure 3.12) were designed and ordered to the steel shop in the prescribed dimensions as
described in section 3.1. They fabricated and delivered into Stevin Lab with the following
quantities:
Order List
Quantity

Material

Fatigue lower (female)
plate D30

5

S355

Fatigue lower (female)
plate D26

5

S355

Fatigue lower (female)
plate D22

5

S355

Fatigue upper (male)
plate

10

S355

Side plate

8

S355

Component

Table 3.4: Order list of steel plates of the specimens
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Figure 3.12: Fatigue plates used for the assembly of specimens

Before the assembly and injection of specimens, all steel surfaces which would be in contact
with the resin (i.e. the hole of lower plate, the threaded part of pin in the upper plate and the
threaded bolt part) were sprayed with a release agent to prevent adhesion and allow for easy
separation of resin part from the plates after the experiments. Since the current experimental
program is for the fatigue research of resins, a substantial number of specimens is needed
therefore fatigue plates demounted after the end of each experiment and used for the
assembly of the next.
The release agent used was ACMOS 82-2405 released agent which is a wax-based aerosol
spray and according to Nijgh [5], is preferred over PETE, PVA and silicon-based release
agents since for instance silicon may have a negative effect in the material properties of resin.
According to research of Girbacea [11] who investigated with large scale beam tests many
influencing factors and their effects on the assembly and disassembly of demountable steelconcrete composite flooring systems with resin injected shear couplers, the process of
spraying surfaces which will be in contact with resin is fast, and one spray tube can be used
for approximately 50 bolts and holes. In current research the successful use of release agent
was confirmed after the end of each experiment in the demounting process of specimens
where all resin parts removed relatively easy with by simple hammering, with some difficulties
observed only for some steel-reinforced specimens where extra effort needed.
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Figure 3.13: Materials used for the assembly of specimens. From left to right: a) ACMOS 82-2405 release agent,
b) Clay and small steel plates to facilitate assembly, c) Perspex glass plates with drilled holes for injection

The bolt threaded parts of specimens as mentioned in section 3.1.4 were cutted from a M20
threaded rod (Figure 3.6), and then grinded (Figure 3.14) to remove possible sharp extensions
remained from cutting, which may come in contact with steel plates and increase friction and
hereby the stiffness of specimen.

Figure 3.14: Grinding of bolt threaded part
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For the testing of the resin with cyclic loading, the plates must be placed in such a way that
the bolt part is positioned at the most unfavourable position inside the hole which is the one
that results in the greatest potential of connection slip. This guarantees that the maximal resin
layer thickness is placed in the compressed side and depicted in Figure 3.15. Since the bolt
threaded part is not tightened into the threaded part of load bearing pin and they are simply in
contact, clay (Figure 3.13-b) was used to keep it in position so it will not slip before injection
and to seal all the possible regions between upper and lower plate to prevent leakage of resin.
Moreover, when the bolt is fixed by the clay to the threaded part of loading pin, the lower plate
and the upper plate must be positioned in such place, so that the most unfavourable position
of the bolt part is achieved. This is done by small steel plates, two for each specimen type
based on its hole diameter of lower plate. Therefore, according to Figure 3.5 3 different type
of small steel plates were cutted with thicknesses of 15mm, 13mm, 11mm, to be used in
specimens with hole diameters of D30, D26, and D22 respectively. One type of these steel
plates is depicted in Figure 3.13-b, and during the assembly of specimens they were
positioned between lower and upper plate prior to injection as depicted on Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.15: Bolt threaded part placed on the most unfavorable position inside the hole – a) in a specimen prior to
injection with conventional resin, b) in a specimen prior to injection with steel reinforced resin, c) drawing of the
most unfavorable position of bolt part in the hole

Figure 3.16: Desired distance between upper and lower plate to keep bolt part in most unfavorable position for
the resin under testing
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Figure 3.17: Positioning of small steel plates between upper plate and lower plate of specimens ready for
injection to secure that the position of the bolt part will be the most unfavorable for the resin

Since there are 3 types of specimens in terms of geometry, after the positioning of the bolt in
the worst position for the tested resin, the resin parts which will be created inside the clearance
after injection will have 3 different sizes. This is becoming clear from the drawing in Figure
3.18. The resin layer has a max thickness and therefore a maximum slip potential of 10mm
for D30 plate, 6mm for D26 plate and 2mm for D22 plate.

Figure 3.18: Maximum thickness of resin part for the three different geometry types of specimens

The next step of the assembly after ensuring that the plates will be kept in the desirable
position to keep the bolt part in the most unfavourable position for the resin, is the injection of
the specimens either with resin, or with steel reinforced resin. For this reason, Perspex glass
plates where used to make sure visibly that the injection will be successful and not visible
voids remain in the hole. The Perspex glass plates have the same geometry as the steel side
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plates and after the successful injection and curing of the resin will be replaced by those. One
Perspex glass plate with a drilled hole ø5mm through which the resin will be injected, is placed
in one side of the hole. A second Perspex glass plate with a drilled hole ø1mm from which the
air can escape during injection and resin will flow indicating that injection was successful, is
placed on the other side of the hole Figure 3.19. The two side glass plates per are tightened
to the lower steel plate by rotating the nuts of M8 Hex bolts such that any possible voids
between glass and steel will be sealed and resin could not escape between these interfaces.

Figure 3.19: Specimen D30 ready for injection after the tightening of Perspex plates with drilled hole

In the case of specimens with resin injected bolted connections, the Perspex glass side plates
serve also the filling of the hole with steel shot. Within the experiments conducted at the Stevin
Laboratory, the shot-reinforcement was inserted into the free volume through the drilled hole
ø5mm on glass Perspex plate (note that diameter of steel shots is 1mm) by using a small
funnel and gravity, as indicated in Figure 3.20. The steel shots within the clearance were
compacted by vibrating them manually using a steel nail which was able to be inserted through
the drilled hole and more shot is added until the specimen is completely filled. This method of
vibrating was chosen instead of hammering, so there is no danger to destroy the specimen by
relatively move the upper and lower plate which should be in a certain distance depending on
the desired hole clearance as explained above.
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Figure 3.20: Insertion of steel shot reinforcement (left) in the hole through glass plate using funnel

Subsequently, after the assembly as described above, the specimens were ready to be
injected with the resin RenGel SW 404 + HY 5159. The resin and the hardener were mixed
(Figure 3.21) in ratio 8:1 with the help of a scientific scale and a mixing paddle. According to
A. Koper [1] two-component resin systems can suffer from defects in case of inhomogeneous
mixing, i.e. incorrect mixing ratio, or in case hardener is not uniformly distributed throughout
mixture. These cases can result in a wide scatter of performance locally and introduce stress
peaks in the resin. Therefore, special care was given to the proper mixing of the resin and the
catalyst in order the latter will be spread uniformly inside the mass of resin. When the resin
and the hardener are mixed, they are put in a plastic caulk tube. Then the mixture is injected
horizontally through the hole in the Perspex plate with the use of a hand-operated caulking
gun as depicted in Figure 3.22

Figure 3.21: Mixing of resin SW404 and catalyst HY 5159 in ratio 8:1 using a scale and a mixing paddle
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Figure 3.22: Hand-operated caulking gun with a caulk tube containing the mixed injection material [5]

The injection is completed when the resin comes out from the escape hole ø1mm on the
Perspex side plate. According to Nijgh [5] generally, it can be stated that there must be an air
escape path/channel at each highest point bounded by horizontal restraints, as illustrated in
Figure 3.23. That’s why special care was given that the escape hole in the Perspex plate in
one side, will be drilled in a higher position than the insertion hole of the other side plate as it
is visible in Figure 3.19

Figure 3.23: Air escape channels positioned such to prevent air inclusions within the volume that is injected for
horizontal injection [5]

After the injection, the specimens were left for one day which is the curing time of resin before
the remove of glass Perspex plates. Although according to the manufacturer the resin is
completely cured after 24 hours, research on the resin that conducted in TU Delft have shown
that the strength and stiffness are developed after 3-4 hours as mentioned before. After the
removal of the glass plates the specimens were visibly tested for possible surface defects of
the resin part. In the case of visible hole defects mixed resin was added to cover them (Figure
3.24) and they left for one more day for curing, before the positioning of the steel side plates
and therefore the completion of assembly.
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Figure 3.24: Repair of visible defects of resin part in injected specimens

Finally, any possible extensions of the resin part were removed with trimming tool in order to
ensure that the external surface is as smooth as possible (Figure 3.25).

Figure 3.25: Injected specimen before the positioning of side plates

One of the most important considerations of this tailor made testing specimen used in current
study, is the friction of the different components of the specimens which may increase the
connection stiffness and hereby complicates the investigation of stiffness deterioration of resin
due to cyclic loading. For this reason, all surfaces that may come in contact during loading are
smoothed and sprayed with wax to reduce friction coefficient. Special attention was given to
the friction between the side steel plates and the upper plate with loading pin. Since the lower
plate with the tightened steel side plates are fixed in position by machine wedges and the
upper part with the load bearing pin is vibrated creating the cyclic stresses in the resin part,
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the only surfaces with hard steel to steel contact are between the side plates and the load pin
extension of upper plate. In Figure 3.26 a 3D cut visualization of the steel to steel friction
surfaces between upper plate and side plates can be seen. Preliminary tests were carried out
to investigate, at least visibly the effects of friction to the steel plates since there are not similar
studies to compare the effects on stiffness. As it is illustrated in Figure 3.27 there were visible
effects of friction on side steel plates from the steel to steel contact. For this reason, Teflon
sheets (Figure 3.28) were placed between friction surfaces to reduce as much as possible the
effects of friction during cyclic loading.

Applied cyclic
load direction

Figure 3.26: Visualization of contact friction surfaces (in yellow) between steel plates during loading

Figure 3.27: Visible effects of friction in surface of side plates after preliminary experiments
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Figure 3.28: Teflon sheets placed in the expected friction surfaces (right after the dismantling of specimen, left at
a specimen assembled and ready for testing)

Following the above described assembly process, the specimens were ready for testing
(Figure 3.29). A designation system created and for every specimen according to geometry
of hole, the type of resin and the applied stress range, therefore a different unique name was
given to each specimen. Sticker labels with the name were used for each specimen to facilitate
the identification and processing of results.

Figure 3.29: Assembled specimens with the sticker indicating their designation ready for testing (Left).
Visualization of assembled specimen in Abaqus (Right). In green colour the resin part can be seen
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Test Set-up
For the testing of the experiments the Hydraulic Wedge Grip machine of TU Delft Stevin
Laboratory was used (Figure 3.30). The specimens were positioned vertically, such the lower
plate with the hole griped by the lower wedges and the upper plate with the load pin, gripped
by the upper wedges. The extension parts of upper and lower plate are clamped between the
wedges over the full length of the extended part (Figure 3.30).

Figure 3.30: Hydraulic Wedge Grip Machine (Left-Upper wedge gripping upper plate of specimen, Right- Lower
Wedge gripping lower fatigue plate of specimen)

In each specimen 2 LVDTs (Linear Variable Displacement Transducers) were positioned at
each side of specimen, measuring the vertical slip between the upper and the lower plate.
Slip is defined as the relative displacement between the upper (male) and lower (female)
loading plates in the direction of the load. The slip of specimen was taken as the mean of
two displacements measured by LVDT’s. The stands for the LVDTs were glued to steel at
the 2 sides and the sensors were positioned at place as depicted in Figure 3.31.
For the fatigue test programme of current study, the consideration of several parameters
was needed. Each of these parameters can affect test results:
•

Loading pattern

•

Stress ratio

•

Stress Range

•

Cyclic Loading Frequency

•

Control Mode of machine

•

Test Temperature

•

Failure Criterion
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Figure 3.31: Specimen on testing machine with 2 LVDTs at each side measuring the vertical slip between upper
and lower plate

Loading pattern
Most experimental data on fatigue testing of injection bolts and in general in fatigue problems,
are with constant amplitude loading as reported in literature review in section Error!
Reference source not found.. Therefore, a constant amplitude is chosen for current study.
Since the cyclic load is kept constant, the slip will continually increase after first damage
initiation which in the case of resin will be the degradation of stiffness at each cycle.
This special test set up allows testing of the resin under cyclic loads, without the risk of fatigue
cracks of the bolt and steel parts itself. This is achieved since the upper and the lower plate
are not in direct contact, nor fixed together, and the load induced from wedges of machine is
transferred from the upper plate to the lower plate of specimen, through the resin part under
investigation, and from there to the supports meaning to the grips of the machine. Therefore,
only compressive loads can be applied to the specimen, since with the application of tensile
load the upper plate will be separated from the lower destroying the specimen. Therefore, the
cyclic loading pattern is a constant amplitude sinusoidal history of compression-compression
with stress ratio R =  min /  max as depicted in Figure 3.32
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Figure 3.32: Constant amplitude compression-compression sinusoidal loading history chosen for the experiments

Control Mode of machine
The machine is selected to transfer the load to specimen with force control setting of function
generator since it is a fatigue test program and it is essential to control the applied stress
range, instead of displacement control option which is used mostly in static tests until failure
in order to depict the failure in force-displacement diagram. In general fatigue tests are
conducted with both methods and with the force-controlled method material failure is observed
after fewer cycles. Since load is kept constant, deformation will increase continuously after
damage initiation, but this is the case in steel and other metallic details where fatigue crack is
expected and this is not the case for epoxy resins as in the present test specimen.

Figure 3.33: Machine operation for fatigue test
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Stress Ratio
In most of the fatigue experiments in literature for the fatigue behaviour of resin injected bolted
double or single lap connections the stress ratio was either R=0 or R=0.1 and more details
can be found in section 2.6.2. The same stress ratios were used for fatigue testing of epoxy
resins alone. In the present experimental program, the stress ratio of R=0.1 is qualified since
is common in literature. Stress ratio R=0 is rejected since in case minimum stress is  min = 0
therefore the minimum load transferred through force control machine setting is 0 kN, so a
possible short malfunction of function generator may result in positive tensile loads which will
destroy the specimen.

Cyclic Loading Frequency and Temperature
It has been already reported (2.6.1), the fatigue mechanisms of polymer materials are complex
because of their molecular structure, hysteresis heating and viscoelastic response, as well as
their temperature and environmental sensitivity. It has been reported that the fatigue
mechanism of polymers is controlled by the internal damping of materials and the failure
occurs with a sharp temperature increase (L. J. Broutman and S. K. Gaggar [43]).
During the fatigue testing of polymers, a temperature rise has been observed in the surface
which is attributed to the hysteresis loss of the material. For polymers like epoxy resins this
hysteresis loss is not sensitive to ambient temperature as in the case of polyesters, and this
results in more uniform hysteresis heating during each cycle [43].
The temperature rise of specimen influences the fatigue life by lowering the ultimate strength
and stiffness of resin material. Therefore, there is a clear effect of cyclic frequency to the
fatigue life of polymers which is clearer in case of polyesters than epoxy according to
Broutman. A cyclic frequency much less than 10 Hz is common when applying fatigue loading
in polymers because the testing machine grips otherwise must accommodate high amplitude
in movement and viscoelasticity hysteresis can cause heat energy and temperature build up
must be avoided. The American standard ASTM-D7791-12 [51] which has regulations for
fatigue tests in structural resins, proposes a test frequency of 1-125 Hz but strongly
recommends the use of f=5Hz or lower.
Subsequently a cyclic frequency of f=5Hz is chosen for the fatigue tests of present study. The
test temperature was chosen to be the ambient temperature of the Laboratory.

Failure Criterion
For the determination of a failure criterion in terms of number of cycles, considerations of time
limitations and conducting of preliminary testing, where the number of cycles after which the
connection slip increase stops, needed before the start of experimental program. With the
novel test set-up under consideration, there is no possibility of failure of steel plates or bolt
part, and additionally the resin would be loaded in compressive cyclic loads, therefore failure
in the resin part in the form of a mayor crack which may lead to a structural failure is not
expected.
As already reported in section Error! Reference source not found. failure can be defined as
structural failure of specimen which cannot occur in this case, or some predefined criterion
such as certain crack size or certain displacement or slip based on the materials and testing
conditions.
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This would be the case here, and the failure of specimens will be defined as a certain amount
of slip, and the number of cycles until a specimen reaches this slip, will be the Nf cycles to
failure.
As it is mentioned in research of B. Zafari et al.[53], fatigue performance of Resin Injected
Bolted Connections should be determined against a long-term bearing resistance that is
relevant at the end of structure’s design working life. In Annex G of EN 1090-2 [3] it is stated
that creep displacement caused during the design life of the structure taken as 50 years will
not exceed 0.3mm. Therefore, this slip criterion of 0.3mm is adopted in this Thesis. The data
points that will be obtained from fatigue tests would include the applied stress range Δσ of
each specimen in y-axis, and number of cycles to failure Nf which needed to reach this slip
failure criterion in x-axis. This can be observed in Figure 3.34 where the diagram of slip vs
number of cycles of specimen D26R135-2 is depicted. The failure criterion of 0.3mm is
reached after 3569 cycles therefore the data point of this specimen to be used in statistical
evaluation for defining S-N curve will be (135Mpa, 3569 cycles). In chapter 6 where a statistical
evaluation of the results is presented, a second failure criterion of 0.25mm slip will be also
adopted for comparison purposes.
The fatigue tests were run until the considered as failure criterion slip of 0.3mm was reached.
Initially has been decided that the tests would run until approx. 500.000 cycles which is one
day of testing with frequency of f=5Hz but later during the research the criterion of 0.3mm slip
was adopted. Fortunately, most of specimens had reached 0.3mm slip before 450.000. For
the stiffest specimens such as D26SR-90 series which barely reached a slip of 0.1-0.15mm
the testing repeated until at least 1.000.000 before they were considered as run-outs. During
holidays some specimens tested for several days offering results for high cycle fatigue of
specimens at N=4x106 and N=6x106 cycles.

Slip vs Number of cycles for specimen D26R135-2
0,5
0,45
0,4

Slip(mm)

0,35
0,3
0,25

Nf=3569, du=0.3mm

D26R135-2

0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Number of cycles
Figure 3.34: Slip accumulation of specimen D26R125-2 with the number of cycles to reach failure criterion
indicated
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Stress Range
For the present experimental study, the specimens were tested in 3 different bearing stress
ranges. The equivalent bearing stress is often used as an indicator for the maximum long-term
load that can be transferred through the resin without excessive connection slip. According to
research on injected bolted connections as mentioned in chapter 2, it was observed that the
the long duration bearing stress resistance of this resin can be taken as fb, resin = 200MPa.
Therefore, it was chosen that the maximum stress range will be 180MPa for the 1st testing
series of resin and steel reinforced resin specimens. For the 2nd testing series a stress range
of 135 MPa was chosen which is 3/4 of the 1st stress range. The 3rd stress range was 90 MPa
which is 1/2 of maximum bearing stress range. It should be noted that due to the preliminary
nature of this research under consideration, the 2nd and 3rd stress ranges were finalized as the
testing progressed.

b =

Fb
db  t p
(Equation 3.1)

 b Equivalent bearing stress [F/L2]
Fb

db

External Load [F]

tp

Bolt diameter [L]
Thickness of the plate [L]

For all specimen types independently of the diameter of the hole the:
•

tp =30mm

•

db=20mm

With known specimen’s geometry and a stress ratio defined as R=0.1 and a stress range
defined as 180, 135 and 90MPa therefore σmax=200MPa and σmin=20MPa for the 1st, σmax=150
MPa and σmin=15MPa for the 2nd and σmax=100 MPa and σmin=10MPa for the 3nd the maximum
and minimum force Fmax and Fmin applied by the machine could be calculated ( Table 3.5).

Bearing Stress
Range (MPa)
180

Fmax (kN)

Fmin (kN)

σb,max (MPa)

σb,min (MPa)

120

12

200

20

135

90

9

150

15

90

60

6

100

10

Table 3.5: Maximum and minimum applied forces of the sinusoidal loading history

Specimen Designation
Since there are three different geometry types in terms of diameter of hole, 2 different resin
types tested i.e. the conventional and the steel reinforced resin and 3 different stress ranges,
a special designation system was used. The name of each specimen consisted of 4 parts.
The first part has always the letter D followed by the number 30, 26 or 22 indicating the
diameter of the hole. The second part refers to the type of resin and is consisted of the letter
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R for conventional resin and the letters SR for steel reinforced resin. The third part refers to
the stress range and therefore is consisted by the numbers 180,135 and 90 indicating that the
applied stress range was Δσ=180ΜPa, Δσ=135Mpa and Δσ=90ΜPa respectively.
Finally, the last part refers to the number of checked specimens with the same geometry, resin
type and stress range. The designation system is shown in Table 3.6.
Geometry of Hole

Type of Resin

Stress range (Mpa)

Number of specimens

D30

R

SR

180

135

90

1-2-3-4-5-6 etc.

D26

R

SR

180

135

90

1-2-3-4-5-6 etc.

D22

R

SR

180

135

90

1-2-3-4-5-6 etc.

Table 3.6: Designation system of specimens

For example, the specimen with name D30R180-1 is the first specimen tested with lower plate
of diameter D30 injected with conventional resin in a stress range of 180 MPa while the
specimen with name D26SR90-4 is the fourth specimen tested with lower plate of diameter
D22, injected with steel reinforced resin in a stress range of 90 MPa.

Loading phases of specimens
Each specimen is loaded in 2 different loading phases. The first phase is a quasi-static
phase with very slow frequency which is 100 times lower than the cyclic frequency chosen
for the fatigue test. Therefore, the specimens were loaded for the first 25 cycles with f=0.05
Hz in the same stress range as the fatigue testing which follows. This quasi-static phase
allows to calculate the Initial Stiffness of the specimen since the LVDTs were measuring
every second the slip vs the applied force hence a Force-Displacement hysteresis diagram
was able to be plotted like the one in Figure 3.35. The slip is calculated as the average slip
of the 2 LVDT measurements as already mentioned.

Figure 3.35: Force vs Slip diagram of specimen after the quasi-static loading phase

It can be seen from the diagram that in the first loading cycle the stiffness during the loading
phase is not stable but deviates. This can be explained by the internal setting of the specimen
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under the load application where all the surfaces set in contact and transfer the stresses.
Therefore, for the calculation of initial stiffness this part of the diagram is neglected, and the
initial stiffness is measured as the angle of the straight line during the loading phase of 2nd
circle. The hole diagram is shifted to the left to start from zero slip ( Figure 3.36). Initial stiffness
was extracted from the same stress part between 30-60 Mpa (18-36 kN) for most of specimens
or a relevant range if it was not possible to extracted from the mentioned one.

Initial stiffness of
specimen

Figure 3.36: Calculation of initial stiffness (kN/mm) of specimen from Force-Slip diagram of quasi static loading
phase after the remove of 1st <<setting>> circle

After the end of quasi-static loading phase of specimen, the machine is stopped. The LVDTs
are reset to zero offsets to measure the slip due to fatigue loading between upper and lower
plate for the second fatigue loading phase. The function generator starts again applying the
cyclic stress range but with the selected cyclic frequency of f=5Hz. For the first 1000 circles
LVDTs measure every second to capture the fatigue behaviour of resin at the beginning and
after that every minute. Since the frequency of 5 Hz means 5 cycles/sec which is quite high
for measuring, the LVDTs and the machine provide for each measuring point in time, an
average and a range value within the sinusoidal history. From these, the maximum and the
minimum value of slip and force for every circle are calculated as following and used for the
processing of the results presented in Chapter 5.

•

•

max value ( slip, force) = averagevalue ( slip, force) +

rangevalue ( slip, force)

max value ( slip, force) = averagevalue ( slip, force) +

rangevalue ( slip, force)

2

2
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Summary of experimental procedure
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

A tailor made, non-standardized test set-up was used to investigate the fatigue
behavior of conventional (R) resin SW404/HY2404 and of steel reinforced resin (SR)
without endanger the failure of steel plates or bolt.
A threaded part of M20 bolt without head or nut was used to simulate the bolt inside a
hole of an IBC shear connection.
Three different geometries in terms of the diameter of the hole were designed (D30,
D26, D22). Due to difficulties in injection of the specimens with normal hole and time
limitations only the specimens with oversized holes were tested experimentally.
Wax spray release agent used to allow demountability and reusability of specimen
parts, and Teflon sheets were used to reduce as possible friction between the steel
plates, in order to have representative results of slip due to deterioration of resin part.
Two loading phases were applied to specimens. A quasi-static load in 25 cycles with
very slow frequency to calculate the initial stiffness of connection and a cyclic
sinusoidal compression-compression load with f=5Hz and R=0.1 with testing machine
in load control mode.
A failure criterion was defined at 0.3mm of slip measured as the mean slip between
upper and lower steel plates from 2 LVDT’s. The specimens which didn’t reach this
criterion were considered as run-outs after 1million cycles.
Three different stress ranges were used in the relevant S-N region according to the
recommendations of DNVGL for new types of tested details, such as a representative
slope could be determined. The selected bearing stress ranges to the resin were 180,
135 and 90 MPa.
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4 Numerical Analysis
In order to investigate the fatigue behaviour of resin (conventional and SR) the tailor made
test set-up described in section 3.1 used for fatigue tests. When using a non-standardized test
specimen, it is important that set-up is verified and compared to standard tests. The
description of the finite element models, for the calculation of the initial static stiffness of the
specimens and the stress state of the members of setup for comparison with standards, is
presented in this section. In total 6 different models (3 geometry types x 2 resin types) were
analysed using the software Abaqus/CAE 6.14-5. The geometry, the properties, the boundary
conditions, the meshing, the loading steps and the results of the analysis of the models are
presented below.

Model Description
Geometry, material properties and assembly
The FEA models consisted from the same parts as the real specimens but simplification
adopted to reduce computational time. Therefore, the upper and lower plate were not fully
designed, considering that the extensions for the grip of plates by wedges only transfer the
loads to the main body of the steel plates and the stress distribution is uniform to the body of
steel plates until the zone with the hole. More specific in reality the main body of lower plate
(female) without the extension has a length of 180mm, while the main body of upper plate
(male) without the extension has a length of 120mm. In the geometry of the model only a part
of 120mm for lower plate and a part of 80mm for the upper plate was designed (Figure 4.1).
Indeed, from an analysis of the full model it was confirmed that the stress distribution at the
maximum experimental force (120 kN), is uniform after a zone of 20mm below and under the
change of geometry in upper and lower plate respectfully (Figure 4.2). Therefore, the
simplification in geometry will not affect the results. Moreover, the bolt part designed without
the threads, as a solid cylinder of diameter 20mm. This potentially affects the results and
should be investigated in future research. Finally, the M8 bolts were designed also without the
threads since the 4 holes inside steel plates have no threads and they are simply in contact
with the hole surfaces, but this is assumed to have marginal effect in the results since in reality,
the M8 bolts not contribute to transferring mechanism of stresses to the resin part but they
only ensure the confinement of resin by tightening the side plates.
An elastic-plastic stress strain material model (see ANNEX A) with a yield strength of 355 MPa
was adopted for the steel plates (upper, lower, side), while the M20 bolt part, M8 bolt and nuts
were considered only as linear elastic since it is considered that with the proposed stress setup the stresses in these parts will not reach the plastic region therefore a linear elastic model
with young modulus of elasticity E=210000 MPa and Poisson ratio ν=0.3 and mass density of
γ=7.8x106 kg/mm3 according to material properties of steel (section 3.2.3) will be accurate. A
non-linear material model was considered for the resin and steel reinforced resin with Drucker
Prager and Drucker Prager hardening plastic criterion to simulate the resin damage and the
cohesive surfaces reflecting the relationship between traction and displacement at the
interfaces [9], with Young’s modulus of elasticity E=5640 MPa and Poisson ratio ν=0.3 and
mass density of γ=1.8x106 kg/mm3 as explained in section 3.2.1 for resin and a Young’s
modulus of elasticity E=15200 MPa and Poisson ratio ν=0.22 and mass density of γ=5.1x106
kg/mm3 as explained in section 3.2.2 for the steel reinforced resin
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Figure 4.1: Left: Actual 2-D geometry of the specimen. Right: 2-D Geometry of specimen as designed for FEA
Analysis

Figure 4.2: Uniform distribution of stresses after the change in geometry of upper and lower plate in full model
after the application of maximum load of experiments
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The following table lists all the geometrical simplifications made in the model to decrease
computational time and facilitate the calculations, and the geometry of all the specimen’s parts
is depicted in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.
Component

Experimental geometry

Numerical
geometry

simplified

Bolt part

Part of M20 threaded rod

Bolt part without threads in
contact with the cavity in
upper plate

Upper (male) plate

With special threaded Cavity of upper plate
reception
where
the without threads, in contact
threads of plate fit and be in with bolt part
contact with the threads of
M20 bolt part

M8 bolts

Nominal M8X80 Hex Bolts Shorter M8 bolts without
with threads
threads

Injection material (resin Injected through holes in Perfect without
and steel reinforced resin) the Perspex plates, may be heterogeneities of
voids and defects
inclusions
Table 4.1: Geometrical simplifications in numerical analysis

a) Upper plate (male)

b) Lower plate (female)
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c) M20 bolt part (pin)

d) Resin part

Figure 4.3: Geometry of primary components of specimen in Abaqus part module

a) M8 bolt

b) Nut

c) Side plate

Figure 4.4: Geometry of secondary components of specimen in Abaqus part module

Boundary conditions and interaction
After the assembly module of the Abaqus software where all parts assembled in the final
specimen the boundary conditions and the interactions between parts are introduced. For the
interaction between all contact surfaces the General Contact (standard) is chosen which
creates interactions for all exterior faces and shell perimeter edges in the model.
In Abaqus/Standard general contact can be defined only in the initial step, and this general
contact definition is active for all subsequent steps. The Contact Domain is chosen All with
self to specify contact (including self-contact) for all allowable element faces and model
entities. This is the simplest way to define the contact domain according to Abaqus Manual
[66]. To set different friction properties between the members where there is steel-steel (with
or without presence of Teflon) and resin-steel contact, individual property assignments were
defined.
For the contact properties of General Contact a Normal Behavior is chosen with the default
“hard” contact relationship which minimizes the penetration of the slave surface into the master
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surface at the constraint locations and does not allow the transfer of tensile stress across the
interface. When surfaces are in contact, any contact pressure can be transmitted between
them. The surfaces separate if the contact pressure reduces to zero. Separated surfaces
come into contact when the clearance between them reduces to zero. For the contact
properties a Tangential Behavior is also chosen with default settings.
For the surfaces where steel-steel contact occurs a friction coefficient of 0.2 was adopted while
for the surfaces between the side plates and the lower plate where Teflon sheet is placed in
reality a friction coefficient of 0.04 was used after calibration. For the surfaces where resin and
steel come in contact a frictionless behavior was adopted. A release agent was applied at all
surfaces which are in contact with the resin to prevent adhesive bonding and enable
demounting. Hence, the resin does not adhesively bond with any component; therefore,
interfaces with the resin are modelled with general contact interaction as well, since it is
considered that the behavior between the resin and the steel which is sprayed with wax in
reality is adhesion and not friction and confined conditions occur.

Figure 4.5: Tie constraint between nuts and M8 Bolts

A tie constraint ties two separate surfaces together so that there is no relative motion between
them. Since the only surfaces which is not possible to separate due to threads is the region of
the M8 Hex Bolts which is contact with the nuts and the internal surface of nuts a Tie Constraint
is chosen only for these 4 interfaces in the model (Figure 4.5). To reduce the possibility of
convergence issues in contact controls of model the automatic stabilization which introduces
viscous damping to oppose incremental relative motion between surfaces, was activated.
Regarding the boundary conditions, the lower edge of lower plate considered to be fully fixed
and all possible translations and rotations are restricted thus simulating the fixing of specimen
by the wedges of machine.
The load is applied through forced displacement of the upper edge of upper plate. A prescribed
displacement of 0.5mm in U2 direction (vertical) is applied on the Static Step of the Analysis
in Abaqus/Standard..
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Mesh of finite elements
Hexahedral solid brick 8-node elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) are generally used
to mesh models because they lead to less computational run time. In this type of element,
each node has 3 translational degrees of freedom (DOF) and prevents shear locking. In
addition, the brick elements might give a solution of comparable accuracy at a better rate of
convergence and less computational time needed than using some other elements. For this
reason, all parts of the model were meshed using this kind of elements, except for the M8
bolts. Due to their complex geometry, tetrahedron elements (C3D4) were used for the M8 bolts
only. The geometry of upper and lower plate was partitioned in 4 zones to separate different
mesh areas.
Different mesh size was used for the parts in relation to their size and importance. The resin,
the bolt part and the area around hole of the lower part were meshed with a finer mesh with
element size 1.2mm because in these regions higher stresses are expected to occur. The M8
bolts the nuts and the side plates and the most distant zones from hole, were meshed with
element size 9.6mm. The middle zones of upper and lower plates were meshed with element
size of 2.4mm and 4.8mm. All the meshed parts are depicted in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and
Figure 4.7

Figure 4.6: Meshed lower-female plate (left) and upper-male plate (right)
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Figure 4.7: Meshed M20 bolt part-pin (left) and resin part (right)

Figure 4.8: Meshed M8 bolt (top-left), nut (top-right) and side plate (bottom)

Loading Step
The load which as described is a forced displacement on upper edge of upper plate is applied
through a General Static step of Abaqus/Standard, in a time period of 1sec for the calculations
of initial stiffness. The initial step was 0.01 and the maximum number of increments was 100
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to have higher accuracy on the results of the Force vs Displacement diagram to obtain the
initial stiffness of the set-up. In step definition an automatic stabilization was chosen with
default dissipated energy fraction which applies an extra viscous force, proportional to the
nodal displacement divided by the time step to all nodes in the model. This has an extra
stabilizing effect to solve any convergence issues.

Calculation of initial stiffness
Six models were analyzed and the Force – Slip diagram was plotted to obtain numerically the
initial stiffness of the specimen. The slip was taken as the average of slip between upper and
lower plate in the same way as it was measured also in reality through LVDTs and the stiffness
was calculated in the range between 0-0.1mm of slip. The results for the analysis are
presented in Table 4.2 for the 3 different geometries and the 2 different resin types.

Type of resin

Conventional Resin
(R)

Steel Reinforced Resin
(SR)

D30

342 kN/mm

607 kN/mm

D26

476 kN/mm

762 kN/mm

826 kN/mm

1098 kN/mm

Diameter of hole

D22

Table 4.2: Results of Initial Stiffness (kN/mm) of set-up from Numerical Analysis

Force vs Slip
120
110
100
90

Force (kN)

80

D30R

70

D30SR

60

D26R

50

D26SR

40
30

D22R

20

D22SR

10
0
0

0,01

0,02

0,03

0,04

0,05

0,06

0,07

0,08

0,09

0,1

Slip (mm) between upper and lower plate
Figure 4.9: Relationship between force and slip measured between the upper and lower plate of setup in the
same way as the experiments (mean) zoomed on the range 0-0.1mm from which the numerical initial stiffness
was calculated

In the experiments the maximum external force was Fmax=120kN which produces a nominal
bearing stress to the resin of σbr=200MPa according to (Equation 3.1). In the models D22SR
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and D26SR with steel reinforced resin, i.e. the stiffer setups, the behaviour of set-up until the
maximum force was linear-elastic indicating that there is no plastic behaviour anywhere in the
model up to this stress state. On the other hand, in all other models (D22R, D26R, D30R,
D30SR) in force slip diagram a start of plastic behaviour was observed until the max force
indicating the develop of plastic strains in the setup. It is important to verify the presence of
plastic behaviour in the first loading cycle which can be investigated with the present static
numerical analysis since the set-up is used for fatigue analysis and it is essential to know if
the deterioration of material properties starts from 1st cycle. Such effort is presented in section
4.5 , where the presence of plastic strains in steel parts in investigated. The results of stiffness
and maximum slip reached when the bearing stress was maximum are presented in the
following Table 4.3

22mm
Injection
material
Initial
stiffness
(kN/mm)
Slip at max
bearing
stress(mm)
Slip that
was
expected
with linear
behaviour
(mm)
Increase in
slip related
to the
expected
with linear
behaviour

R

Diameter of hole in lower (female) plate
26mm
30mm
SR
R
SR
R
SR

826

1098

476

762

342

607

0.149

0.109

0.262

0.158

0.402

0.204

0.145

0.109

0.252

0.157

0.351

0.197

2.75%

0%

4%

0.6%

14.5%

3.55%

Table 4.3: Results of static numerical analysis

From the results of analysis, it is concluded that the increase of initial stiffness with the
decrease of the hole it is not linear. For conventional resin a 4mm decrease of hole diameter
results in 39% increase of stiffness with respect the initial stiffness of D30R (342 kN/mm), and
an 8mm decrease of hole diameter results in 142% increase of stiffness with respect to D30R
(Figure 4.11). For steel reinforced resin a 4mm decrease of hole diameter results in 26%
increase of stiffness with respect the initial stiffness of D30-SR (626kN/mm), and an 8mm
decrease of hole diameter results in 80% increase of stiffness with respect to D30SR (Figure
4.12). Τhis confirms the previous research in the field of demountable shear connectors with
injection bolts (see section2.3.5) that increase in hole diameter has negative influence to initial
stiffness. These results which are for the most unfavorable position of bolt in the hole are in
agreement with the results of Nijgh [5] who investigated experimentally the stiffness of double
lap IBCs according to Annex G/K of EN 1090-2 with epoxy resin and steel-reinforced resin
and concluded that by using steel reinforced resin in oversized holes does not compromise
the stiffness of the connection related to the standard sized holes.
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Initial stiffness vs diameter of hole

Initial Stiffness (kN/mm)

1200
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SR resin

400

Conventional resin
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0
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35
Hole diameter (mm) in lower plate

Figure 4.10: Initial stiffness of set-up vs Hole diameter diagram for conventional and steel reinforced resin
according to Numerical analysis. The increase of stiffness with decrease of diameter is not linear
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of initial stiffness for conventional resin with varying hole clearance
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of initial stiffness for steel reinforced resin with varying hole clearance

It is worth to notice also the increase of stiffness for the same hole diameter and varying the
resin material. For D30 the initial stiffness with steel reinforced is 77% higher related to initial
stiffness with conventional resin. For D26 the initial stiffness with steel reinforced is 60% higher
related to initial stiffness with conventional resin. For D22 the initial stiffness with steel
reinforced is 32% higher related to initial stiffness with conventional resin. In case of normal
clearance(2mm), the percentage increase is almost half related to the increase in 6mm and
10 mm hole clearance. This can be explained by the amount of stiffer steel shot skeleton which
transfer the load between the bolt part and the lower plate which is lower in case of normal
clearance. (Figure 4.13). These results agree with the research at TU Delft for the static
superiority of steel reinforced resin.
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+32%
800
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of initial stiffness for same hole clearance and varying injection material
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Numerical verification of set-up
The proposed set-up for fatigue investigation of resin material should be verified numerically,
so that the load transfer mechanism agrees with the tested by Nijgh double lap shear
connection of Annex G/K EN 1090-2 (Figure 4.14). Furthermore, the confined environment of
resin in the set-up is ensured by 2 side plates of thickness 10mm and a short parametric study
was conducted to prove that there is no big difference between a fully confined environment
and the proposed set-up. This is presented in the following sections.

Figure 4.14 Overview of double lap shear connection (left) and proposed set-up used for cyclic experiments
(right) [67]

The goal of numerical validation of the proposed set-up which was used for the cyclic tests, is
to prove that the bearing stress distribution in the resin and the bolt part (pin) is equivalent to
that of the resin and the bolt of double lap shear connection standardized by Annex G of EN
1990-2 [3]. For this reason, a comparison was made between the longitudinal bearing stresses
of the numerical model D26-R as this was described in previous sections and a numerical
model of a double lap shear connection with hole clearance 26mm in the centre plate and bolt
placed in the most unfavourable position (Figure 4.14). The same material properties for the
steel and the resin for the two models were defined in Abaqus/Standard. The stresses were
calculated in the force level which corresponds to maximum nominal bearing stress for the
resin applied in the fatigue experiments, i.e. σb=200 MPa. This corresponds to long duration
bearing stress resistance of the resin according to [25] and is considered to be the limit for
static applications in normal-clearance connections [67]. The results of the comparison are
presented in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.15: Longitudinal bearing stress on resin along bolt/pin perimeter (left) and path of stresses in the resin
along bolt part perimeter part as it was taken from Abaqus model D26R (right)
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It is clear from the above figure that the model that the stress transfer mechanism is similar in
the test set-up which was used for the fatigue experiments and the double lap shear
connection since the longitudinal stresses distribution along resin is almost the same in the 2
cases. It should be noted that in both cases the bolt part was designed without threads. The
maximum longitudinal bearing stress in the center of resin for the set-up is 212.86 MPa, while
for the double lap shear connection is 198.94 MPa which is a difference of 7%. This can be
attributed to the friction between steel plates, which contributes to the transfer of forces in case
of double lap shear connection and therefore not the full force is transferred by bearing and
this is the reason why the bearing stresses are lower in that case.
0
0

0,5

1

-50
-100

Test set-up

-150
-200

Double Lap
Shear

-250

Relative distance on resin along bolt/pin
length

Figure 4.16: Longitudinal bearing stress on resin along bolt/pin length (left) and path of stresses in the resin along
bolt part length part as it was taken from Abaqus model D26R of test set-up (right)

It can be observed in Figure 4.16 with the longitudinal bearing stress distribution on the resin
along bolt and bolt part (pin) for double lap shear connection and test-set up respectively, that
the difference is small and can be attributed again in slip effects. Also, in both cases the stress
distribution is uniform over the bolt/bolt part length. Specially for the test set-up the bearing
stress is almost constant over the hole bolt length. This agrees with the section 3.6.2 of EN
1993-1-8 [4] where it is referred that in cases of double lap shear connections the bearing
stress distribution may be considered as uniform for ratios l/d < 3, where l is the clamped bolt
length, and d is the bolt diameter. For ratios higher than 3 the bending of the bolt leads to
uneven stress distribution.
In terms of initial stiffness, comparing the results of numerically calculated initial stiffness of
the set-up with conventional resin and the results of numerical investigation by Nijgh [5] of
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double lap shear connection if the M20 bolt is positioned within a connection with an oversize
hole at its most negative location with respect to connection slip which is also the case in test
set-up the results are also close.
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Figure 4.17: Initial stiffness of set-up vs Hole diameter diagram for conventional resin according to Numerical
analysis of set-up (solid) and Double Lap Shear Connection by Nijgh

The differences are again small. For 22mm hole the initial stiffness of set-up is 7% higher than
that of double lap shear. For 26mm hole double lap shear connection has 5% higher initial
stiffness compared to test set-up. For 30mm there are no available data from Nijgh, but for
D30 in test set-up the stiffness is 342 kN/mm while for 32mm hole in DLPS of Nijgh the
stiffness is 360 kN/mm. Therefore, a numerical model of set-up with lower plate D32 was
designed in the same way as described for the rest models and analyzed to have available
data to compare with 32mm hole in DLPS of Nijgh. The initial stiffness of D30R is 309kN/mm
which is 14% lower than DLPS with 32mm center hole. The results are summarized in
following Table 5.4

 of center plate for
double lap shear
and of lower plate
for set-up

Initial connection stiffness kN/mm
(numerical)
Difference

22

Eccentrical (most
unfavorable)
Double Lap Shear
Connection (Nijgh)
770

26

Test set-up

826

7.2%

500

476

-4.8%

30

-

342

-

32

360

309

-14%

Table 4.4: Initial stiffness of set-up vs Hole diameter diagram for conventional resin according to Numerical
analysis of set-up (solid) and Double Lap Shear Connection by Nijgh

From the above static numerical analysis and comparison of stress state on the resin when
the load is maximum causing maximum bearing stress and from the comparison of initial
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stiffness, it can be concluded that the test set-up used for the fatigue experiments it is
theoretically capable to depict the deterioration of mechanical properties of resin due to cyclic
loading of a double lap shear connection as the standard one described in EN 1990-2.

Parametric Investigation of confinement conditions
provided by side plates.
In the test set-up the lateral confinement of the resin part is ensured by 2 steel side plates of
10 mm thickness which are tightened to the lower (female) plate as explained in previous
sections. The goal of this short parametric study is to investigate to what extend the
deformation the side plates under the stresses induced by the resin affects the results. To
ensure a fully confined environment for the resin the 6 numerical models as described in
section 4.1 used again but with fixed side plates. The external surfaces of the side plates were
restrained for every translation and rotation by fixed boundary conditions in Abaqus.
Again, a static step with prescribed forced displacement was applied in Abaqus/Standard to
obtain the stiffness of set and the stress state in the resin and compare it to the actual model.
The increase in stiffness was expected due to the fact that, the resin cannot deform laterally
since the sides are fixed. The results of the analysis are presented below.

22mm
Injection
material
Initial
stiffness
(kN/mm)
Initial
stiffness
with fully
fixed
sides
Increase
of initial
stiffness
related to
the actual
set-up

R

Diameter of hole in lower (female) plate
26mm
30mm
SR
R
SR
R
SR

826

1098

476

762

342

607

860

1130

498

785

366

626

4.1%

2.9%

4.6%

3%

7%

3.15%

Table 4.5: Results of parametric study regarding initial stiffness
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Initial stiffness vs diameter of hole
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Figure 4.18: Stiffness of set-up vs Hole diameter diagram for conventional resin according to numerical analysis
of set-up (solid lines) and numerical analysis with fully confined conditions (dashed lines)

Longitudinal bearing stess (Mpa)

In the material model of resin and steel reinforced resin which was used as an input in FEA
software the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of unconfined resin and steel reinforced
resin were adopted (according to two papers by M. P. Nijgh, H. Xin, M. Veljkovic [8],[9]). The
confined conditions were ensured by the steel plates with thickness of 10mm. With this short
parametric study, the influence of the thickness of the side plates in the test set-up was
investigated. With the fixed boundary conditions to the external surfaces of side plates,
theoretically an infinite thickness is considered. Therefore, in this case the resin part is fully
confined laterally. From the results of the analysis (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.18) it seems that
the effect of confinement ensured only by steel side plates of 10mm thickness on initial
stiffness of the set-up is not essential. For resin the increase in stiffness is 4.1-7% based on
the clearance with the largest increase observed of the largest clearance and the smaller
increase for smaller clearance. For steel reinforced resin the effects are even more marginal
probably due to lower Poisson’s ratio, with an increase of 2.9-3.15% with same behavior as
resin based on hole clearance. This may be explained by the fact that for larger clearance the
surface of resin (or SR resin) which is laterally restrained is larger therefore the increase in
stiffness is lager related to smaller clearance.

Bearing Stress on resin vs true length
along pin perimeter
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Figure 4.19: Longitudinal bearing stress on resin along pin perimeter for D30R set-up
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Bearing Stress on SR resin vs true
length along pin perimeter
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Figure 4.20: Longitudinal bearing stress on steel reinforced resin along pin perimeter for D30SR set-up

In terms of stress state of the resin and steel reinforced resin, the longitudinal bearing stress
distribution along the perimeter of bolt part corresponding to the maximum nominal bearing
stress of σb=200 MPa is plotted for D30 hole geometry in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20
respectively.
The plots for both cases are almost identical which indicates that the load transfer mechanism
is the same in both fully confined conditions and in the actual set-up. For D30R the maximum
longitudinal bearing stress is 220MPa while for D30R-parametric is 214MPa which is only
2.7% lower. For D30SR the maximum longitudinal bearing stress is 240MPa, while for D30SRparametric is 231MPa which is 3.75% lower. Note that similar situation is observed for all the
other specimens which are not presented here namely D22 and D26 set-ups. The small
decrease in maximum longitudinal stress in case of fully fixed sides may be attributed to the
fact that the fixed and therefore stiffer side plates in parametric case, attract bigger part of the
load than in the case of finite thickness of 10mm in actual set-up. Indeed, the maximum Von
Mises stress in the side plates in case of fully fixed sides is 48MPa, while in case of actual setup is 27MPa for D30SR specimens (Figure 4.21)
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Figure 4.21: Von Mises stresses vs True distance along inner surface of side plate (left) and path of stresses in
the side plate as it was taken from Abaqus model D30SR Parametric (right
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The results of the parametric study prove that the thickness of side plates which ensure
confinement of resin part in the set-up does not affect significantly the results since for the
limit case of infinite thickness, the results in terms of stress state in the resin (or SR resin) part,
and in terms of initial stiffness present limited differences.

Quasi-static numerical analysis of yielding of upper (male)
steel plate.
From static numerical analysis of test set-up, it was observed that for all models, in the
maximum nominal longitudinal bearing stress of 200 MPa for the resin part, which was used
for fatigue experiments, the steel of upper plate reached the nominal yield stress of 355 MPa.
Since the yield stress was reached from the first loading cycle which is represented in static
numerical analysis, the development of plastic deformations on steel may affect the
experimental results of slip between upper and lower plate if a part of that slip is attributed to
the yielding of steel plates. In all static models (D22R-SR, D26R-SR, D30R-SR) when the
maximum force was 120kN meaning that the bearing stress of resin was 200 MPa, the Von
Mises stresses of upper steel plate was 355.7 MPa. The stress diagram and the place where
the stress reaches the yield strength are depicted in Figure 4.22

Von Mises Stress (MPa)

Von Mises Stresses vs True Distance on upper
plate along pin perimeter
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Figure 4.22: Plot of Von Mises stresses (up) and path of stresses on upper plate (down)
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For this reason, the behaviour of the set-up in quasi-static low-cycle loading had to be
investigated to find in what extend the yielding of steel upper plate affects the results in terms
of slip through plastic deformations. Therefore, a numerical model of set-up was analysed in
quasi-static loading similar with the loading scheme used in the quasi-static phase of
experiments. The model was a similar model of D30R with same geometry and assembly,
interactions and meshing as the static D30R as described in section 4.1. The material model
of resin was only linear elastic without the Drucker-Prager plastic model because the goal is
to investigate the residual deformations due to steel plasticity after cycles of loading-unloading
at the end of quasi-static phase. The material model of steel plates was an elastic-plastic
stress-strain with a yield strength of 355 MPa and a combined hardening behavior in plasticity
module of Abaqus/Standard Figure 4.23. This option is used to model the cyclic loading of a
material with nonlinear isotropic/kinematic hardening according to Abaqus Manual [66].
To simulate 20 cycles of loading and unloading a static step was used with time period of 20
and initial and maximum increment size of 0.01. The frequency of application of the load in
quasi static phase of experiments was 0.05 Hz and the maximum compressive load was 120
kN and the minimum compressive load is 12 kN for series of 180 MPa which was the maximum
stress range of experiments.

Figure 4.23: Plastic material model for all steel plates S355
.

From the results of slip between upper and lower plate vs step-time, the difference in slip
between the maximum load and minimum within each cycle was extracted. The plot of Δδ vs
Number of cycles where Δδ is the difference in slip from maximum to minimum load within
each cycle (Figure 4.24).
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Figure 4.24: Difference in slip between upper and lower plate within each cycle vs Number of cycles

From Figure 4.24 it is concluded that the fact that upper steel plate reaches the yield limit of
355 MPa has not a mayor effect to the slip between upper and lower plate in the quasi-static
phase since Δδ is almost stable from the 1st cycle until 20th cycle. Therefore, there are no
remaining deformations in the steel during loading and unloading within the cycles. Indeed,
there is only a small area in upper plate where plastic strains are developed after 0.5 cycles
(where the force is maximum for the 1st time) (Figure 4.25) and the plastic strain is stable and
is not increased within the cycles (Figure 4.26) therefore there are no added deformations
from cycle to cycle and this is the reason why Δδ is not increased within the cycles.

Figure 4.25: Plastic strains in set-up are zero everywhere (left) except a zone in upper steel plate (right)

It is concluded from quasi-static numerical analysis that the slip would not be affected from
the yielding of upper steel plate. But the fact that the steel reaches yield stress from the 1 st
loading cycle will have unpredictable effects in the fatigue loading phase with hundreds of
thousands cycles of loading and unloading and frequency of 5 Hz. Of course it has to be
mentioned that the numerical analysis was performed without threads in the bolt part and the
upper plate. The presence of threads may lead to higher stress concentration and therefore
enhance the plastic deformations in reality.
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Plastic Strain in upper steel plate vs
Number of cycles
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Figure 4.26: Plastic Strain in upper steel plate vs Number of cycles

Conclusions of numerical analysis
From the numerical analysis which included the static calculation of initial stiffness, the
comparison of the test set-up with the standardized double lap shear connection (EN 1990-2),
the short parametric study of confinement conditions and the quasi static cyclic analysis the
following conclusions were extracted:
•

Steel reinforced resin can be used as injection material instead of conventional resin
in oversized holes without compromising the initial static stiffness of connection which
agrees with research of Nijgh [5] for Double Lap Shear Connections

•

The test set-up of a simple pin which allows testing of the resin under cyclic loads,
without the risk of fatigue cracks of the injection bolt itself can be used for testing the
deterioration of material properties of resin since it is validated that resin part is in a
similar stress-state and provides similar initial connection stiffness as a starting point
as it is in standard double lap shear connection of EN 1090-2

•

The thickness of side plates which ensure confined conditions for the resin part would
not have a significant effect in the results.

•

The weakest point of the test set-up is located at the upper (male) steel plate in the
contact surface with the bolt part from where the load is transmitted. The current steel
grade of the test set-up with which the fatigue tests conducted is S355 and at the
maximum force applied in specimen for all geometries the steel marginally reaches
yield stress. This seems that will not affect the test results in quasi static phase, but it
is unknown how affects the fatigue loading phase since yielding occurs in 1st cycle. For
future studies with same geometry a higher steel grade is suggested.
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5 Experimental Results
In the experimental program, experiments have been carried out for the following specimen
series as indicated in Table 5.1 according to designation explained in section 3.4.7.

Diameter of
Hole (mm)

30

26

Total number
of specimens

Type of Resin
(R-SR)

Conventional
Steel
Reinforced
Conventional
Steel
Reinforced
Conventional
Steel
Reinforced
Conventional
Steel
Reinforced
Conventional
Steel
Reinforced
Conventional
Steel
Reinforced
R:31
SR:32

Nominal
Bearing
Stress
Range (Δσb)
180
180

Specimen
Identification

Number of
specimens

D30R180
D30SR180

5
6

135
135

D30R135
D30SR135

4
4

90
90

D30R90
D30SR90

6
5

180
180

D26R180
D26SR180

5
6

135
135

D26R135
D26SR135

6
6

90
90

D26R90
D26SR90

5
5

-

-

63

Table 5.1: Overview of fatigue experimental program

Initial stiffness from quasi-static loading phase
The initial stiffness of all specimens is calculated from quasi-static loading phase as indicated
in section 3.4.8, Figure 3.36. The mean value and standard deviation are calculated and
presented in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, along with the comparison with numerical models.
Secondly, the diagrams of Slip vs Number of cycles were plotted, where the slip is considered
the maximum displacement difference between upper and lower plate measured by LVDTs at
each cycle. Since LVDTs were reset to zero offset after the end of quasi static-phase, it should
be mentioned the plotted slip is only due to cyclic loads of fatigue loading phase, excluding
the residual slip after the end of quasi static phase.
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GeometryInjection
MaterialStress Range

D30-R-180

D30-R-135

D30-R-90

Specimen
Name

Initial
Stiffness Kini
(kN/mm)

D30R180-1
D30R180-2
D30R180-3
D30R180-4
D30R180-6
S. D
Mean value
experimental
Numerical
(D30-R)
Difference
with
numerical

359.96
374
331
366
382
17.48
362.92

D30R135-1
D30R135-2
D30R135-4
D30R135-5
S. D
Mean value
experimental
Numerical
(D30-R)
Difference
with
numerical
D30R90-1
D30R90-2
D30R90-3
D30R90-4
D30R90-5
D30R90-6
S. D
Mean value
Numerical
(D30-R)
Difference
with
numerical

GeometryInjection
Material-Stress
Range

D30-SR-180

342
5.87% higher

325
340.17
337.97
348.14
8.31
337.82

D30-SR-135

342
1.4% lower

308.95
309.25
310
278
338
357
24.95
316.87
342
7.6% lower

D30-SR-90

Specimen
Name

D30SR180-1
D30SR180-2
D30SR180-3
D30SR180-4
D30SR180-5
D30SR180-6
S. D
Mean value
experimental
Numerical
(D30-SR)
Difference
with
numerical
D30SR135-2
D30SR135-3
D30SR135-4
D30SR135-5
S. D
Mean value
experimental
Numerical
(D30-SR)
Difference
with
numerical
D30SR90-1
D30SR90-2
D30SR90-3
D30SR90-4
D30SR90-5
S. D
Mean value
Numerical
(D30-SR)
Difference
with
numerical

Initial
Stiffness
Kini
(kN/mm)
571.41
585.1
570
629.4
610.44
656
34.54
603.725
607
0.66% lower

626.47
698.87
559.92
506.56
72.11
597.96
607
1.48% lower

625
584.3
525.8
697.6
653
58.72
617.14
607
1.65% higher

Experimental
339.03
Experimental
606.27
mean value
mean value
Comparison
geometry
Comparison
geometry
D30-R
D30SR
Numerical
342
Numerical
607
Difference
0.87% lower
Difference
0.12% lower
with
with
numerical
numerical
Table 5.2: Results of experimental initial stiffness of test set-up specimens D30 R-SR and comparison with
numerical values
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GeometryInjection
MaterialStress Range

D26-R-180

D26-R-135

D26-R-90

Specimen
Name

Initial
Stiffness Kini
(kN/mm)

D26R180-1
D26R180-2
D26R180-3
D26R180-4
D26R180-5
S. D
Mean value
experimental
Numerical
(D26-R)
Difference
with
numerical

441.5
521.77
485
446
549.4
42.05
488.73

D26R135-1
D26R135-2
D26R135-3
D26R135-4
D26R135-5
D26R135-6
S. D
Mean
value
experimental
Numerical
(D26-R)
Difference
with
numerical
D26R90-1
D26R90-2
D26R90-4
D26R90-5
S. D
Mean value
Numerical
(D26-R)
Difference
with
numerical

GeometryInjection
Material-Stress
Range

D26-SR-180

476
2.68% higher

448.64
461
444
469.45
426.5
472.98
15.98
453.76

D26-SR-135

476
4.67% lower

464.83
416.67
460.15
514
58.37
439.13
476
7.75% lower

D26-SR-90

Specimen
Name

D26SR180-1
D26SR180-2
D26SR180-3
D26SR180-4
D26SR180-5
D26SR180-6
S. D
Mean value
experimental
Numerical
(D26-SR)
Difference
with
numerical
D26SR135-1
D26SR135-2
D26SR135-3
D26SR135-4
S. D
Mean value
experimental
Numerical
(D26-SR)
Difference
with
numerical
D26SR90-1
D26SR90-2
D26SR90-4
D26SR90-5
D26SR90-6
S. D
Mean value
Numerical
(D26-SR)
Difference
with
numerical

Initial
Stiffness
Kini
(kN/mm)
670
730
681.1
720.5
730
735
25.7
711.1
762
6.67% lower

718
741
741.5
690.47
20.91
722.74
762
5.15% lower

736
657
650
616
692.6
40.86
670.32
762
12% lower

Experimental
460.54
Experimental
701.39
mean value
mean value
Comparison
geometry
Comparison
geometry
D26R
D26SR
Numerical
476
Numerical
762
Difference
3.24% lower
Difference
8% lower
with
with
numerical
numerical
Table 5.3: Results of experimental initial stiffness of test set-up specimens D26 R-SR and comparison with
numerical values

From the calculation of experimental initial stiffness, the static numerical model is validated
especially for the specimens with resin as injection material, since the mean experimental
stiffness values are very close with the numerical for D30R and D26R with only 0.87% and
3.24% difference respectively. Almost perfect match is observed also for the model D30SR
with difference between experimental and numerical values of only 0.12%. The greatest
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difference is for the model D26SR with 8%. Note that for all cases the experimental Kini was
lower related to numerical. However, the standard deviation between experimental obtained
initial stiffnesses is quite big indicating a scatter in the results. The results are summarized in
Figure 5.1. Due to time limitations and difficulties in assembly of specimens with geometry
D22 (which is a normal hole clearance for bolt M20) since the hole clearance is only 2mm and
it is hard to achieve injection, there are no experimental data for this geometry but only
numerical.

Initial Stiffness vs Hole Diameter
1200

Intial Stifness (kN/mm)

1000
Stiffness SRExperimental
Stiffness SRNumerical
Stiffness RExperimental
Stiffness R-Numerical

800
600
400
200
0
20

22
24
26
28
30
32
Diameter of hole (mm) in lower-female plate of set-up

Figure 5.1: Comparison between Numerical and Experimental (mean) results for Initial Stiffness vs Hole diameter
in lower plate
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Figure 5.2 a comparison of experimental initial stiffness for the same geometry of specimen
but different injection material (R or SR) in depicted. As it can be seen for specimens with hole
clearance 10mm (D30) the initial stiffness with steel reinforced resin is 78% higher than the
initial stiffness with conventional resin. For 6mm clearance (D26) the increase is 53%. These
values are similar to the numerically obtained percentages since it is reminded that the
respective values were 77% for D30 and 60% for D26 (Figure 4.13). Therefore, as a starting
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point in fatigue analysis the use of SR resin leads to less static slip. This confirmed at the end
of quasi-static analysis since after 25 cycles all specimens with steel reinforced resin had
lower remaining slip related to specimens with conventional resin for same geometry and
stress range. The use of oversized hole reduces the initial stiffness of connection as it was
expected. When comparing the 2 different geometries but with same injection material the
increase in hole diameter by 4mm (from D26 to D30) leads to a 26% and a 13% decrease in
initial stiffness for conventional and steel reinforced resin respectively.

Results of Fatigue loading phase
Slip vs Number of cycles
The diagrams plotted below indicate how slip displacement alerted during cyclic loading which
resulted to decrease of stiffness, for R=0.1 and constant amplitude compression-compression.
To illustrate how the permanent slips, δ due to cyclic loads, were accumulated during the tests,
the registered slips have been plotted against the number of load cycles. The plotted slip
corresponds to the mean value of the measured slips registered by the two LDVT-sensors.
The mean lines were calculated in MATLAB and plotted along with specimen’s results. The
results are presented in the figures below. The limit of x-axis is 400.000 cycles for most of
series expect for the series with hole diameter 26mm and stress range 90 MPa because in
these stiffer specimens with lower stress range slip did not reach 0.3 mm therefore those
specimens left in the machine at least for 1.000.000 cycles before considered as run-outs.
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Figure 5.2: Slip vs Number of Cycles for D30R180 series
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Figure 5.3: Slip vs Number of Cycles for D30SR180 series
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Figure 5.4: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D30R135 series
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For D30SR135
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Figure 5.5: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D30SR135 series
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Figure 5.6: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D30R90 series
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Figure 5.7: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D30SR90 series
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Figure 5.8: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D26R180 series
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D26SR180
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Figure 5.9: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D26SR180 series
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Figure 5.10: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D26R135 series
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Average Slip vs Number of Cycles
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Figure 5.11: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D26SR135 series
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Figure 5.12: : Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D26R90 series
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Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles
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Figure 5.13: Slip between loading plates vs Number of Cycles for D26SR90 series

Comparison of mean lines
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of mean slip line of specimens with geometry D30 with resin and steel reinforced resin
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of mean slip line of specimens with geometry D26 with resin and steel reinforced resin

By considering all test data together and deriving the mean lines of slip accumulation over the
number of cycles, a safe conclusion about the superiority of steel reinforced resin under cyclic
loads, in terms of lower slip related to conventional resin cannot be drawn. Especially for the
specimens with larger hole clearance (D30) the scatter is significant. The scatter is more
prominent for the higher applied stress range (180MPa) as it can be seen from Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.3. The reason for such big scattering is attributed in large air inclusions which after
visual observations when specimens dismantled, were larger in case of larger hole clearance.
The reasons for scattering are presented in section 5.3. After the initial slip built-up in the first
cycles, a stabilization of slip occurs in the range of 100.000-200.000 cycles indicating that
there is no significant deterioration in material properties after this threshold as it can be seen
from Figure 5.14, Figure 5.15.
Based on quasi-static phase of specimens and visual inspection an effort was done to exclude
the specimens which considered as unreliable. The specimens with large air inclusions and
specimens with irrelevant quasi-static behaviour were not considered. This consideration was
done for the specimens with geometry D26 (6mm clearance). The results of this comparison
are presented in following figures where relative displacement between loading plates as a
function of the number of applied loading cycles at a nominal bearing stress range of 90,135
and 180 MPa for a specimen with Ø26 mm hole.
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Figure 5.16: Relative displacement between loading plates as a function of the number of applied loading cycles
at a nominal bearing stress range of 90 MPa for a specimen with Ø26 mm hole

Slip (mm)
after 1 cycle

D26R90-1
D26R90-5
Mean value

0.11
0.085
0.098

Slip(mm) at
the end of
quasi static
phase (25
cycles)
0.14
0.11
0.125

Slip due
to fatigue
after
400.00

0.135

Total slip
from 1st to
400.000

0.26

Increase of slip (%) from
1 cycle to 4x105 cycles

108%

D26SR90-2
0.047
0.074
D26SR90-4
0.08
0.1
D26SR90-5
0.074
0.099
Mean value
0.067
0.091
0.104
0.158
114%
Table 5.4: Comparison of cyclic behaviour between DS6R90 and D26SR90 selected specimens

Mean slip reached after 4x105 cycles due to cyclic loads was 0.135 and 0.104 for
selected specimens of D26R90 and D26SR90 respectively. The mean deformation had
increased from 1st loading cycle to end of fatigue phase by 108% for resin and 114% for
steel reinforced resin specimens.
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Average Slip vs Number of Cycles
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Figure 5.17: Relative displacement between loading plates as a function of the number of applied loading cycles
at a nominal bearing stress range of 135 MPa for a specimen with Ø26 mm hole

Slip (mm)
after 1 cycle

D26R135-1
D26R135-4
D26R135-6
Mean value

0.136
0.11
0.1237
0.123

Slip(mm) at
the end of
quasi static
phase (25
cycles)
0.168
0.17
0.158
0.165

Slip due
to
fatigue
after
400.00

0.263

Total slip
from 1st to
400.000

0.428

Increase of slip (%)
from 1 cycle to 4x105
cycles

62%

D26SR135-3
0.08
0.09
D26SR90-6
0.056
0.078
Mean value
0.068
0.089
0.208
0.297
233%
Table 5.5: Comparison of mean cyclic behaviour between DS6R135 and D26SR135 selected specimens

Mean slip reached after 4x105 cycles due to cyclic loads was 0.263 and 0.208 for selected
specimens D26R135 and D26SR135 respectively. The mean deformation had increased from
1st loading cycle to end of fatigue phase by 62% for resin and 233% for steel reinforced resin
specimens.
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Average Slip vs Number of Cycles
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Figure 5.18: Relative displacement between loading plates as a function of the number of applied loading cycles
at a nominal bearing stress range of 180 MPa for a specimen with Ø26 mm hole

Slip (mm)
after 1 cycle

D26R180-1
D26R180-4
D26R180-5
Mean value

0.278
0.167
0.23
0.23

Slip(mm) at
the end of
quasi static
phase (25
cycles)
0.4
0.3
0.33
0.34

Slip due
to
fatigue
after
400.00

0.502

Total slip
from 1st to
400.000

0.732

Increase of slip (%)
from 1 cycle to 4x105
cycles

215%

D26SR180-2
0.083
0.13
D26SR180-4
0.13
0.163
Mean value
0.111
0.146
0.506
0.617
450%
Table 5.6: Comparison of cyclic behaviour between DS6R180 and D26SR180 selected specimens

Mean slip reached after 4x105 cycles due to cyclic loads was 0.502 and 0.506 for selected
specimens of D26R180 and D26SR180 respectively. The mean deformation had increased
from 1st loading cycle to end of fatigue phase by 215% for resin and 450% for steel reinforced
resin specimens.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of mean lines of slips of selected specimens for all stress ranges

Specimen type

Mean Slip after 400.000 Difference in mean slip
cycles (mm)
(%) between SR and R
for same geometry

DS6-R-90
D26-SR-90

0.135
0.104

-24%

D26-R-135
D26-SR-135

0.263
0.208

-20.95%

D26-R-180
D26-SR-180

0.502
0.506

+0.5%

Table 5.7: Summary of results in mean slip after 400.000 cycles for geometry D26 (6mm hole clearance)

As it can be seen from Figure 5.19 and Table 5.7 after 400.000 cycles (1 day of testing) for
specimens with nominal bearing stress range of 90 MPa the reached slip in case of steel
reinforced resin is 24% lower than of conventional resin. For nominal bearing stress range of
135 MPa the decrease in slip is 20.95% when using steel reinforced resin instead of
conventional (Figure 5.19). In the maximum bearing stress range the slip accumulation and
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the final slip after 400.000 cycles is the approximate the same. It should be noted that the
remaining slip at the end of quasi-static loading phase is smaller for specimens with steel
reinforced resin, so the specimens have a different starting point but the final slip (after
400.000 cycles) is the same. Therefore, the slip has increased by 450% and 215% (Table 5.6)
compared to the remaining deformation after the end of quasi static phase for the steelreinforced resin-injected and resin-injected specimens, respectively. This may be attributed to
the different Poisson’s ratio between steel-reinforced (0.22) and conventional resin (0.3). The
lower v of steel reinforced resin leads to higher 3-D stresses, which leads to earlier onset of
plastic material behavior compared to the case of conventional resin.
From these preliminary tests no generic conclusion can be drawn yet on the superiority of
steel-reinforced resin compared to conventional resin in an injected bolted connection subject
to cyclic loading and further research is necessary to support or reject this hypothesis. Due to
big scatter especially for the specimens with the larger hole clearance (D30) the results are
not so reliable to support such statement. From a selection of test data from D26 series based
on the quasi-static phase and visual observations of the external of resin (or steel reinforced
resin) part it seems that use of steel-reinforced resin to the connection leads to less slip up to
400.000 cycles especially for medium or low bearing stress ranges, but the complex stressstate inside the resin part especially in the maximum allowing long term bearing stress
(200MPa) has an unknown effect in fatigue properties of steel reinforced resin compared to
conventional. Therefore, the material properties under cyclic loads for resin and steel
reinforced resin have to be derived with proper testing and modeling.
To improve this test set-up in order to obtain more reliable data in future testing an
investigation was carried out to find the possible reasons for scattering based on observations
of specimens before and after testing 5.3. Based on the suggested reasons some
recommendations for improvement are given.
To overcome as possible the scatter of testing data a statistical evaluation of data was
performed based on probabilistic models selected in literature review. This analysis is
presented in chapter 6.Since the number of specimens is relatively low, and the scatter was
big all results were considered together for statistical analysis. Based on derived S-N curves
an effort made to distinguish between resin and steel reinforced resin which was not possible
based on diagrams of slip accumulation over tested number of cycles.
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Possible reasons for scattering in the experimental results
and recommendations for future improved set-up
As it can be seen from the experimental results for accumulated slip between plates of set-up,
measured by the LVDT’s, as well as for normalized stiffness of specimens, there is a
substantial scattering between the results for specimens of same nominal geometry and same
applied stress range both for resin and steel reinforced resin. The scattering is more prominent
in case of larger hole clearances (D30) and for higher applied stress range (180 MPa). This
scatter in fatigue of resin test data, is in contrast with the scattering in metallic structures where
according to research of J. Schijve from TU Delft [59], scatter was larger at low stress
amplitudes and lower at high amplitudes as shown by Figure 5.20. In this section possible
reasons of scattering due to defects of injection material and test set-up are discussed.

Figure 5.20: Influence of scatter in an S-N curve [59] for steel details(p corresponds to the probability of failure; rf
is the fatigue limit stress)

The injection of specimens is applied through hole (6mm) drilled in the first Perspex side
plate when the specimen is positioned horizontally. The escape path of the air and the resin
when the injection is completed, is ensured by hole (2mm) in the second Perspex plate in
higher position than resin entrance hole (Figure 5.21).
A possible reason for scattering in the experimental results (Figure 5.22) is the inclusion of air
voids in the body of resin part after injection and curing due to the position of escape path in
the Perspex plate. This agrees with the statement of Nijgh that there must be an air escape
path/channel at each highest point bounded by horizontal restraints, as illustrated in Figure
3.23 (section 3.3).This hypothesis becomes stronger by the visual observation of several
D30R resin parts which revealed large air inclusions especially at the sides as it can be seen
in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.21: Specimen ready for injection. Highlighted in red the injection hole in first Perspex plate, and in green
the escape hole in the second Perspex plate in the back side of specimen

Figure 5.22: Average Slip vs Number of Cycles for specimen series D30R180 (left) and D30SR180 (right) where
the scatter is more prominent
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Figure 5.23: Left-Air inclusions in resin samples. Right- Visualization of air inclusions and future alternative
escape path [67]

Furthermore, a resin sample with the bolt part extracted from a D26R specimen and
investigated for possible voids inside the body of resin. For this the sample placed inside a CT
scan with the help of TU Delft professor W. Gard. This allowed to visualize the resin layer in
three dimensions through differences in density which made visible by the reflection of
radiation. In Figure 5.24 the result of a CT scan on an injection bolt is shown. Here the
presence of small air inclusions can be seen in the resin layer orange color. It should be noted
that the large parallel to threads orange parts are not air inclusions since steel absorbs a lot
more radiation than resin and this does not allow us to observe the area close to bolt part for
voids.

Figure 5.24: CT-scan of sample with injection resin part around a bolt part with void in resin layer
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Figure 5.25: The examined in the CT scan sample with the outside missing resin part at the side

From the Figure 5.24 it is clear that there are defects in form of small air inclusions which are
not large therefore, the main reason for scattering are the large missing resin parts in the side
of resin as can be seen from Figure 5.25
For this reason, an alternative air escape path drilled in the lower plate may would be a solution
to avoid such voids. This was applied in 3 specimens, namely D30SR135-3-4-5 with promising
results since the slip curves are similar and the visual inspection revealed compact and without
external defects resin parts (Figure 5.26,Figure 5.27).

Figure 5.26: Alternative air escape path (left) and compact resin specimens after the application of the improved
solution
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Average Slip vs Number of Cycles
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Figure 5.27: Results of slip vs number of cycles for the specimens with the alternative escape path which mitigate
the scatter

A second possible reason for scattering may lies in the assembly of specimen. Since the upper
and the lower plate are not fixed in position as in the case of actual shear connections where
the tightening of the bolts results in placing of all parts in line. In the case of the set-up at hand
a possible deviate of the plates from the central horizontal axis is possible as illustrated in
Figure 5.28. After the injection and the curing of resin this angle between upper and lower
plate remains and the assembled specimen is not in straight line. When the specimen with
this angle defect are placed in the Hydraulic Wedge Grip machine, they are forced to aligned
by the wedges of the machine. This forced alignment creates cracks in the resin part like the
specimen in Figure 5.29. This specimen placed at the machine and fixed by wedges and
removed before the start of loading revealing cracks due to the alignment of upper and lower
plate in straight line. These cracks are not supposed to appear in nominal geometry of
specimen where upper and lower plate are in line in a perfect specimen assembly.

Figure 5.28: Left-Drawing of angle defect (not to scale). In blue the lower plate not in straight line with the red
upper pate. Right-The defect in an actual specimen
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Figure 5.29: Crack due to misalignment after the position of specimen to the wedges, highlighted in red. The
specimen was placed in machine fixed by wedges and removed before start of loading revealing the cracks

A solution for this defect, in order to obtain a reliable specimen could be a special frame-base
for the preparation and assembly and injection of the specimen. This would place upper and
lower plate in the same line, preventing a possible misalignment during injection. A special
care could be given to facilitate the positioning of plates to the desired place according to the
geometry of specimen as explained in section 3.3, by engraved lines in the base plate (Figure
5.30).

Figure 5.30: Visualization of proposed base (in red) for assembly of specimen
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A final possible reason for scattering may be the fact that the upper plate and the bolt part
which has threads are two separated parts and the bolt is positioned manually in the special
reception of upper plate and stay in place with the use of clay and it is not fixed. Therefore, a
rotation of the bolt part in its position is possible which results in a non-uniform distribution of
stresses and an even more complex stress state in the resin when it is loaded with the cyclic
loads, and has non-predictable effects in the results (Figure 5.31)

Figure 5.31: Visualization of the defect of position of the bolt part in the reception of upper male plate

A solution to this defect could be a slightly different and improved set-up for the future research
namely a specimen without separated bolt part and upper plate, but in one piece to avoid this
possible rotation (Figure 5.32). A drawback of this is that is difficult to include threads in such
specimen.

Figure 5.32: Improved upper plate for future specimens (visualization)
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Behaviour of specimens in high cycle fatigue
Two specimens were left in the machine for several days offering results for high cycle fatigue
of the resin. In terms of slip vs Number of cycles (Figure 5.33) for N=400,000 the slip due to
cyclic loading is δu_400000=0.5mm while for N=6,000,000 (14 days of testing), slip is
δu_6000000=0.529mm which is a 5.8% increase in slip for 1400% increase in the number of
cycles. In fact, increase in slip stops after 3 million cycles and after that point slip slightly
reduces.
Specimen D30SR90-5 left for N=4,285,540 (9 days) and the slip vs number of cycles
presented in Figure 5.34. In terms of slip due to cyclic loading, for N=400,000 the slip is
δu_400000=0.09mm while for N=4,285,540 slip is δu_6000000=0.1mm which is an 11% increase in
slip for a 970% increase in number of cycle.
In both cases after an initial built-up period of 500000 cycles there is no virtually slip change
over the next million cycles. This indicates that the future testing program should be designed
to last at least for some million cycles for example 2x106 which define the fatigue life of steel
details in real applications. The preliminary tests of the current experimental program provide
results up to 400.000-500.000 cycles.

Figure 5.33: Plot of Slip vs Number of cycles for specimen D30R90-5 which left in the machine for 6 million
cycles
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Figure 5.34 Plot of Slip vs Number of cycles for specimen D30SR90-5 which left in the machine for 4 million
cycles

Conclusions of experimental results
In total 63 specimens were tested, with half of them injected with conventional resin and the
other half injected with steel reinforced resin, in two different geometries namely D26 (6mm
hole clearance) and D30 (10mm hole clearance). The nominal stress ranges applied in the
specimens were 180, 135 and 90 MPa. All the experiments carried out in two phases. A quasistatic phase with frequency 0.05 Hz and R=0.1 for 25 cycles, followed by a fatigue loading
phase in form of a sinusoidal history compression-compression load with f=5Hz and R=0.1.
Two LVDT’s (Linear Variable Displacement Transducers) at every side of specimens offered
measurement results for the relative displacement between upper and lower plate, and the
mean between two measurements is considered to be the slip of connection.
From the quasi-static phase analysis of results, the initial stiffness of specimens was
calculated. The experimental initial stiffness was in a good accordance with the numerically
calculated initial stiffness, which allowed the validation of numerical model. Specifically, the
difference between mean experimental and numerical initial stiffness was 0.87% and 0.12%
for resin and steel reinforced resin respectively in 10mm oversized hole (geometry D30R-SR).
For geometry D26R and D26SR the difference was 3.24% for the former and 8% for the later.
In all cases the mean experimental initial stiffness was lower than numerical. The standard
deviation between experimentally obtained initial stiffness of specimens with same geometry
and same stress range was quite significant indicating a scatter in the results which was
observed also in results of fatigue loading phase.
As it was expected from the previous research at TU Delft and confirmed in the current, the
use of steel reinforced resin leads to higher connection stiffness since specimens D26SR
(steel reinforced resin in 6mm hole) had 58% higher mean initial stiffness related to specimens
with conventional resin and same geometry. For higher hole clearance this was more
prominent since the difference between mean experimental initial stiffness of steel reinforced
resin and conventional resin injected specimens was 78%. Therefore, as a starting point for
fatigue analysis the steel reinforced resin results to stiffer connection. This confirmed at the
end of quasi-static analysis since after 25 cycles all specimens with steel reinforced resin had
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lower remaining slip related to specimens with conventional resin for same geometry and
stress range. Also, it was confirmed the result of previous research in demountable shear
connectors with use of injection bolts, that the use of oversized holes reduces the initial
stiffness of connection, since for a 4mm increase in hole clearance (from D26 to D30) there is
a 26% and a 13% decrease in mean experimental initial stiffness in case of resin and steel
reinforced resin respectfully.
The results of accumulated slip due to cyclic loads over the tested number of cycles and the
resulting normalized stiffness over the number of cycles were presented for all specimen
geometries and stress ranges. The experiments last for approx. 400.000 cycles (1 day of
testing) for most of specimens and almost all of them reached the failure criterion of 0.3mm
slip. For the specimens which didn’t reach this limit the tests run until 106 before considered
as run-outs. The scatter in test data is big and more prominent for specimens with larger hole
(D30) clearances and higher stress range.
Based on quasi static phase and visual observations of specimens D26 (6mm hole clearance)
where the scatter was not so large as for bigger hole clearance, a limited number of specimens
were considered reliable and the mean lines of slip were plotted based only on those, to offer
some preliminary results for the slip gained after cycles of fatigue loading. From this effort it
was observed that after 400.000 cycles the specimens with steel reinforced resin had a slip
24% and 20.95% lower related to specimens with conventional resin for low and medium
stress ranges of 90 and 135 MPa respectfully. The mean lines of selected specimens loaded
with the higher stress range of 180MPa were almost the same with both resins and the
remaining slip after 400.000 cycles were 0.5mm in both cases. The fact that after the end of
quasi static phase (25 cycles) the specimens with steel reinforced resin had less remaining
slip indicated that the steel-reinforced resin-injected specimens undergo relatively larger
additional relative displacement (+450%) due to cyclic loading compared to the resin-injected
specimens (+215%). This is attributed to lower Poisson ratio of steel reinforced resin (0.22)
compared to conventional (0.3) which leads to higher deviatoric stresses which affect the more
the cyclic elastic-plastic behavior.
Two specimens one with resin and one with steel-reinforced resin with low stress range
(90MPa) were tested for 6x106 and 4.3x106 cycles respectively offering results in high-cycle
fatigue of specimens. The slip stabilized after 500.000 cycles indicating no significant
mechanical deterioration in both cases. The remaining slip at the end of 6 million cycles was
5% higher related to that at 400.000 for resin-injected specimen, while the slip after 4.3 million
cycles was 11% higher related to that at 400.000 cycles for steel reinforced resin specimen.
Due to limited number of cycles of experiments and the significant scattering a total conclusion
about the fatigue superiority of steel reinforced resin can’t been drawn. The indications are
promising about steel reinforced resin in fatigue behaviour but testing of specimens at least at
2 million cycles which is the relevant number in engineering practice and testing and numerical
analysis in order to find out the fatigue material properties of both resins are required.
Therefore, the current study can be considered as preliminary. The scatter is attributed to
large air inclusions due to position of air escape channel, to cracks in resin part due to relative
rotation of upper and lower plate and to a possible rotation of the bolt part which is not fixed
to the upper (male) plate. To improve the quality of data and mitigate the scatter three
improvements at the novel test set-up proposed by the author. The 1st one related to the
position of escape air escape channel at the top steel plate and not at the side Perspex plate
since the injection is done horizontally, has tested already and lead to a reduction in scatter
and visually observed compact specimens without externally missing parts. An effort to
overcome scatter based on statistical analysis is done in next chapter.
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6 Statistical evaluation of test results
Overview of S-N curves obtained by test data
The mean and probabilistic S-N curves were obtained by a statistical analysis performed using
two methods selected from literature review (section Error! Reference source not found.).
a) According to principles of American Testing Standards (ASTM E739-91 [52]) to obtain
fitted and characteristic curves
b) According to the study of C.R.A. Schneider and S.J. Maddox [56] using a linear
regression analysis to obtain the fitted curve and a probabilistic analysis using
Student’s t distribution.
The two methods were used for comparison purposes since there are no available fatigue
data for the resins under investigation. Two failure criteria were used namely the selected 0.3
mm slip which is adopted based on Annex G of EN 1090-2 [3], where a 0.3 mm creep slip
should not be exceeded during design life of structure, since fatigue performance of Resin
Injected Bolted Connections should be determined against a long-term bearing resistance that
is relevant at the end of structure’s design working life. For comparison purposes a second
failure criterion of 0.25 slip used. The specimens which did not reached the failure criteria after
N=106 cycles were considered as run-outs and left out of the fatigue probabilistic analysis.
Since the number of tested specimens was relatively low and the scatter as it can be seen in
previous chapter is very significant, all results were considered together to propose a fatigue
characteristic curve with the selected 95% probability of survival of specimens. ASTM E73991 covers only S-N relationships that may reasonably approached by a straight line only in the
specific interval of testing and do not recommends to extrapolate the S-N curve outside this
interval. This statement is adopted also in present analysis and the obtained curves are
presented in the interval 0-500.000 cycles. For comparison also, the fatigue detail categories
112 and 90 suggested by EN 1993-1-9 for Injected Double Lap shear connections preloaded
and non-preloaded respectively will be presented. It should be mentioned that the fitted curves
obtained with ASTM proposed method and with linear regression analysis from Schneider and
Maddox are exactly the same.
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Figure 6.1: Statistical analysis of D30-R specimens with failure criterion 0.3mm
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The fitted curve of specimens D30-R with failure criterion 0.3mm tested in stress range regime
180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:
•

log N = 19.82 − 7.84log 

with R = 0.78 which indicates a relatively good fit
between the linear regression line and the test results data since 78% of logN can be
explained by logΔσ.
2

The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:
•
•

log N = 17.64 − 7.84log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 16.40 − 7.84log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis
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Figure 6.2: Statistical analysis of D30-R specimens with failure criterion 0.25mm

The fitted curve of specimens D30-R with failure criterion 0.25mm tested in stress range
regime 180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:
•

log N = 18.78 − 7.68log  with R 2 = 0.85 which indicates a good fit between the
linear regression line and the test results data since 85% of logN can be explained by
logΔσ.

The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:
•
•

log N = 16.71 − 7.68log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 15.54 − 7.68log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis
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Fitted and characteristic curves for D26R-0.3mm
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Figure 6.3: Statistical analysis of D26-R specimens with failure criterion 0.3mm

The fitted curve of specimens D26-R with failure criterion 0.3mm tested in stress range regime
180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:

log N = 24.76 − 9.66 log  with R 2 = 0.5 which indicates a not so good fit between

•

the linear regression line and the test results data since 50% of logN can be explained
by logΔσ.
The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:

log N = 21.71 − 9.66 log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 19.26 − 9.66log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis

•
•

Fitted and characteristic curves for D26R-0.25mm
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Figure 6.4: Statistical analysis of D26-R specimens with failure criterion 0.25mm
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The fitted curve of specimens D26-R with failure criterion 0.25mm tested in stress range
regime 180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:

log N = 19.11 − 7.28log  with R 2 = 0.33 which indicates a bad fit between the linear

•

regression line and the test results data since 33% of logN can be explained by logΔσ.
The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:

log N = 16.35 − 7.28log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 14.29 − 7.28log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis

•
•
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Figure 6.5: Statistical analysis of D30-SR specimens with failure criterion 0.3mm

The fitted curve of specimens D30-SR with failure criterion 0.3mm tested in stress range
regime 180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:
•

log N = 22.18 − 8.31og  with R 2 = 0.16 which indicates a bad fit between the linear
regression line and the test results data since only 16% of logN can be explained by
logΔσ.

The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:
•
•

log N = 19.64 − 8.31log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 10.12 − 8.31log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis
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Fitted and characteristic curves for D30SR-0.25mm
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Figure 6.6: Statistical analysis of D30-SR specimens with failure criterion 0.25mm

The fitted curve of specimens D30-SR with failure criterion 0.25mm tested in stress range
regime 180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:
•

log N = 23.07 − 8.95log  with R 2 = 0.5 which indicates a not so good fit between
the linear regression line and the test results data since only 50% of logN can be
explained by logΔσ.

The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:

•

log N = 20.61 − 8.95log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 16.67 − 8.95log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis
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Figure 6.7: Statistical analysis of D26-SR specimens with failure criterion 0.3mm
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The fitted curve of specimens D26-SR with failure criterion 0.3mm tested in stress range
regime 180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:

log N = 10.4 − 3.16log  with R 2 = 0.15 which indicates a bad fit between the linear

•

regression line and the test results data since only 15% of logN can be explained by
logΔσ.
The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:

log N = 9.33 − 3.16 log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 6.9 − 3.16log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis

•
•
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Figure 6.8: Statistical analysis of D26-SR specimens with failure criterion 0.25lmm

The fitted curve of specimens D26-SR with failure criterion 0.25mm tested in stress range
regime 180-135-90 MPa according to regression analysis is:
•

log N = 10.16 − 3.29log  with R 2 = 0.15 which indicates a not so good fit between
the linear regression line and the test results data since only 15% of logN can be
explained by logΔσ.

The characteristic curves obtained through mean (fitted) curve with 95% probability of survival
are:
•
•

log N = 9.61 − 3.29log  from ASTM E739-91 analysis
log N = 8.23 − 3.29 log  from Schneider and Maddox analysis
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From the above statistical analysis of test results initially some generic conclusions can be
drawn. All fatigue curves and fatigue test data are below the code detail categories 90 and
112 which represent double lap shear connections preloaded or not. All fatigue curves of
specimens with conventional resin (with both failure criteria of 0.3mm and 0.25mm) have a
slope roughly between 7.28-9.66 which differs from m=3 of IBC’s. This holds for specimens
D30 with steel reinforced resin which have a slope around 8-9. Of course, this was expected
since fatigue curves of codes are based on crack propagation and failure of steel members of
connections while in the current research the failure criterion is the slip of the connection due
to deterioration of mechanical properties of a totally different material namely the resin
(conventional or steel reinforced).
It should be mentioned that the m=7.28-9.66 slopes of the resin and steel reinforced resin are
in between the extracted m=6 for Sinkadur52 and m=11 of Sinkadur30 from the research of
M. Rodriguez et al. [50] based on statistical analysis of test results with ASTM E739-91
probabilistic method. Of course the loading in that case was cyclic flexural and not uniaxial as
in the current research. More details of this research can be found in section 2.6.1.
For geometry D26-SR the slope is close to m=3 that’s why extracted S-N curves are parallel
to code-based, but this should not be considered as reliable since for these specimens there
were not available results for 3rd stress range of 90MPa. As it can be seen from previous
chapter these specimens D26SR-90 never reached slip above 0.1-0.11mm even at N=106 so
they all were considered as run-outs and excluded from statistical analysis. According to
DNVGL [57] at least 3 stress ranges needed to propose fatigue curves for new types of
connections.
Furthermore, in all cases the probabilistic approach proposed by Schneider and Maddox [56],
leads to more conservative results related to recommended method by ASTM E739-91. This
may be attributed to the fact that the former method is mainly recommended by the authors
for welded details where there are big uncertainties due to residual stresses induced by
welding. That’s why they selected Student’s T distribution function instead of normal for
example since Student’s in more prone to producing values that fall far from its mean related
to normal distribution.

Comparison of two failure criteria
Also, as it was expected, for all cases the S-N curves extracted for the lower failure criterion
of 0.25mm, lead to lower fatigue strength (lower Δσ for the same Ν), when compared to the
curves with 0.3mm criterion. It should be mentioned that in all cases characteristic curves
obtained with Schneider and Maddox model were conservative related to those obtained with
ASTM for the same specimen series. An example of this comparison for geometries D30-R,
D26-R and D30-SR can be shown in Figure 6.9,Figure 6.10,Figure 6.11 respectively. Since
for the geometry D26-SR the slopes are not representative as explained above, these curves
are not presented.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of S-N curves of D30-R specimens for 2 different failure criteria
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of S-N curves of D26-R specimens for 2 different failure criteria
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of S-N curves of D30-SR specimens for 2 different failure criteria

Comparison between different hole clearances for the same injection material.
The S-N curves of same injection material namely conventional resin or steel reinforced resin
with varying hole clearance are compared in this section. The fitted and characteristic curves
presented are based on probabilistic analysis with ASTM model. The comparison will be made
only for the failure criterion of 0.3 mm reached slip which was selected based on literature
review.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the effect of oversized holes in fatigue strength of specimens injected with
conventional resin
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the effect of oversized holes in fatigue strength of specimens injected with steel
reinforced resin

From comparison of test results and S-N curves obtained from statistical analysis according
to probabilistic model proposed by ASTM for the same injection material but oversized hole
with 6mm and 10mm clearance a safe conclusion can be drawn only for conventional resin
SW404/HY2404. In this case the improve in fatigue strength is obvious for conventional resin
as it can be observed from Figure 6.12. For low cycle fatigue the difference are not big but as
the number of cycles increased until 500.000 the fatigue strength reduction for larger hole is
more prominent. This is not the case for steel reinforced resin where fatigue strength is higher
for D26SR in low cycles and for higher fatigue cycles D30SR curve is higher (Figure 6.13).
However, the later comparison is not reliable since the slope of curves for steel reinforced
resin in D26 holes derived only from 2 stress ranges while DNVGL proposes at least 3.
Therefore, from comparison of S-N curves for same injection material and different hole
clearance it seems that for larger clearances (10mm instead of 6mm in this case) the fatigue
behaviour of conventional resin is worst, while for the fatigue behaviour of SR resin more no
safe conclusion can be drawn with the available test data. It is recommended more testing
with different stress regime since for the 3rd stress range of 90MPa the specimens injected
with the stiff steel reinforced resin never reached 0.3mm failure criterion as it can be seen from
slip built-up of these specimens compared to number of cycles (section 5.2.1).
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of fatigue strength for same geometry (D30) and varying injection material
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of fatigue strength for same geometry (D26) and varying injection material
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From the comparison of specimens with same geometry but different injection material as
depicted in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 a conclusion can be drawn for specimen type D30
(10mm oversized hole with bolt part M20). As it can be seen the fatigue strength is higher for
steel reinforced resin compared to conventional resin for hole tested fatigue regime, since both
fitted and proposed characteristic curves (95% probability of survival) of SR resin are above
the curves of conventional R resin. The curves are almost parallel for both SR and R with
lopes m=8.31 for the former and m=7.84 for the latter.
From the comparison of fatigue behaviour of SR and R in geometry D26 (6mm hole clearance
for M20 bolt part) no safe conclusion can be drawn since the slope of SR resin (m=3.16) is not
reliable because it was obtained using only 2 stress ranges as explained above while DNVGL
code proposes 3. With the current test data, it seems that SR resin has better fatigue behaviour
in low fatigue regime until approx. 5000 cycles and after that conventional resin is superior.

Summary and Conclusions of statistical evaluation of
experiments
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

A statistical evaluation of fatigue data for resin and steel reinforced resin tested with
the novel test set-up was performed and some preliminary conclusions were drawn.
For the statistical evaluation of experimental data two probabilistic methods used. The
proposed by ASTM E739-91 model were the mean curve shifted based on rectilinear
coefficient bands, and the stochastic model proposed by Schneider and Madox based
on t Student’s probability function. For both models a 95% probability of survival was
used
The mean (fitted) S-N curves a linear regression analysis performed based on least
square method. The equations of both models used for regression model
independently and the result for fitted curves in all cases was exactly the same.
The ASTM model has limited application in high cycle fatigue and outside test limits
and extrapolation is not recommended therefore all obtained curves are in tested
region 0-500.000 cycles. For this reason, future testing of specimens for several million
cycles is recommended.
The specimens did not reach failure criterion (0.3mm) were defined as run-outs and
were not considered in statistical evaluation
In all cases characteristic curves of Schneider and Maddox were more conservative
compared to ASTM curves. This was more prominent with bad fit of mean curve (small
R^2). This was expected since Student’s function produces results that fall far from its
mean compared to Normal distribution function
The obtained slopes for all cases are between m=7-9 (m=7.84 for D30R, m=9.66 for
D26R, m=8.31 for D30SR). Only for D26SR specimens the slope is m=3.16 but for
these series slope is considered as unreliable since was obtained only by 2 stress
ranges because all specimens with steel reinforced resin in 6mm oversized hole were
run-outs.
The increase in hole clearance (from 6mm oversized to 10mm oversized) leads to
worst fatigue behaviour for connection with conventional resin in relative S-N field. No
safe conclusion can be derived for steel reinforced resin
For 10mm hole clearance (D30 specimens) the fatigue endurance of connection with
steel reinforced resin is higher related to that with conventional resin in the relative SN field. No safe conclusion can be drawn for 6mm hole clearance.
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7 Discussion
Scatter in experimental results
From this research significant scatter in the experimental results has been observed. All
specimens with same geometry and same injection material were constructed in the same
way (mixing ratios, distance between lower and upper plate to create the hole clearance, filling
the clearance with steel shot in case of steel reinforced resin) and the friction was limited using
Teflon sheets between steel plates in the only position where there is a steel to steel contact.
Also, the use of 2 LVDT’S per specimen reduces the measurement errors. Therefore, the
scatter did not occur due to assembly process or testing process. This was a major
consideration during the experimental research and despite any adaptations to decrease the
scatter (using exactly the same upper lower and side plates for certain specimen series with
same geometry in terms of hole clearance and same injection material), a large scatter
remained. Only at the end of testing program the major reason for scattering was identified.
Experimentally and visibly. This was the occurrence of large air inclusions in the top position
(related to the position they had during the injection) of resin parts. This was attributed to
injection procedure. The specimens injected in horizontal position through holes in side
Perspex plates to inspect the successful injection. One entrance hole in first side plate where
the nozzle of injection gun placed and one air escape hall in the second side plate from where
the resin flows at the end of injection. This placement of escape hall was the reason for large
air inclusions in the top part of resin. These resin missing parts were not immediately visible
since it was a thin layer of resin which covered them. But after small effort to remove the layer
the large holed revealed.

Figure 7.1: Left-Specimen ready for injection highlighted with red the entrance hole and with green the air escape
hole on side plates. Right- Large air inclusion in top of the resin part

After this discovery, an adaptation in assembly was adopted to limit the scatter in the last three
specimens of experimental program. An air escape path was drilled in the steel lower female
plate in order to be at the top position relative to hole during the injection.
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Figure 7.2: Air escape channel at the top position of steel plate to limit the air inclusions

The scatter on the results of slip for specimen tested with this adaptation was limited and the
visual observation revealed compact resin parts, verifying the hypothesis of effects of air
inclusions due to injection process. From a CT scan of a resin part also air inclusions are
identified inside the body the resin layer but their size is relatively small related to the large air
inclusions explained above. Another possible reason which identified only visibly is cracks on
resin part due to misalignment of lower and upper plate since they are not fixed together. A
specimen with obvious misalignment were placed at the machine and after the wedges griped
the specimen and fixed it in place ready for testing, therefore upper and lower plates were in
straight line, it was removed from the machine and the side plates removed to observe any
defects after this forced rotation. A large crack was revealed and captured in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Crack due to misalignment during assembly and forced alignment by wedges of machine
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By using a base with predefined dimensions in future tests, this defect may be eliminated.
These two reasons were identified as the main reasons for scattering. A 3rd reason may lie in
a possible rotation of bolt part inside the bolt hole, but this couldn’t verify. However, by using
an upper plate were the bolt part is already adapted on steel plate as one piece and not
separately this can be left out of consideration.
Another reason for scattering may lie in the yielding of upper steel plate which was made by
S355 steel. Numerical quasi-static analysis proved that the point of contact with the bolt part
in the middle of extension of male plate yields from the 1st cycle already. This did not affect
significantly the results of quasi-static phase since the plastic strain was stable over the first
20 cycles but it is unknown to what extend plastic deformations developed after thousands of
cycles affecting the slip since plastic deformations of steel may occurred in the experiments
and added to measured slip.

Selected parameters for fatigue testing and statistical
limitations
Since the test set-up used in this Thesis had never used before, it is not standardized, and all
testing parameters had to be defined based on the literature review. Frequency f=5Hz for
cyclic loading was selected based on the maximum recommended by American Standards for
testing of epoxy resins in order to avoid a temperature built up which negatively influences the
material properties. After the end of experiments a digital temperature scale used to measure
temperature in resin part and no significant differences with ambient temperature could be
identified.
The novel test set-up proposed in this Thesis allows testing of resin (and steel reinforced resin)
parts under fatigue loading without the danger of fatigue crack in the bolt or steel plates which
is the usual failure mode in shear connections with injection bolts. Therefore, a general
structural failure of specimens was not expected during testing. For this reason, a failure
criterion had to be defined, to stop the tests. According to literature fatigue performance of
Resin Injected Bolted Connections should be determined against a long-term bearing
resistance that is relevant at the end of structure’s design working life and this according to
Eurocode is 0.3mm slip at the end of structure’s life. This was selected in the present research.
Three stress ranges were selected for the experimental program. This is in accordance to the
recommendations of DNVGL code which recommends 3 stress range to establish a reliable
slope of the S-N curve. The 1st and higher stress range was 180 MPa. In this stress range the
maximum nominal bearing stress in the resin part is 200MPa which according to literature and
previous research on the field of resin-injected connections with SW404/HY2404, is the longterm limit stress for static and creep loading. Based on the maximum bearing stress range the
lower stress range was identified as 90MPa which is 50% of maximum and a medium stress
range of 135 which is 75% of maximum to have a wide stress field for statistical evaluation.
However, for specimens with 6mm hole clearance which was the lower between the two hole
clearances tested, and when steel reinforced resin used, the failure criterion of 0.3mm never
reached from any of specimens. All specimens of this geometry were considered as run-outs.
Therefore, for this material and this geometry there is no available test data and the derived
from statistical evaluation S-N curves for D26SR specimens are considered unreliable.
Moreover, DNVGL code proposes to perform tests to at least 15 specimens in order to
establish S-N curves for new types of connection. The derived S-N curves at current thesis
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were based on a number of 9-12 specimens. Therefore, future tests with this type of test setup should be carried out with more than 15 specimens for each geometry. The test results and
derived S-N curves for the specimens referred only in testing in one testing frequency and one
stress ratio in constant amplitude with three stress ranges and based only to failure criterion
of 0.3mm to obtain the S-N data points. However, to obtain a design recommendation more
testing in other frequencies and stress ranges is required for safer conclusions. Moreover, the
selected from literature statistical model of ASTM strongly recommends not to extrapolate the
fatigue curves outside the tested field. Therefore, the results are presented only in the range
0-500.000 cycles. Future tests with million cycles have to carried out to have results in relative
to real applications, fatigue field.

Linking resin material properties to fatigue performance
From the results in this research no clear relation could be drawn between the derived from
literature mechanical properties of the resin and steel reinforced resin and the fatigue
performance of novel testing specimens. The main reason is the significant scatter in
experimental results and the time and statistical limitations in the analysis. The tested set-up
was used for first time in research and the fact that it is not standardized and due to big scatter
the results of this Thesis are considered as preliminary fatigue results on the wide research
which is performed by TU DELFT. From the experiments when using some selected
specimens to mitigate scatter as possible, it seems that connection with steel reinforced resin
leads to lower mean slip after 400.000 cycles compared to the connection with conventional
resin at least for medium and low stress ranges of 135 and 90 MPa. For maximum applied
nominal bearing stress range the mean slip after 400.000 cycles is the same. With this as a
reference point and considering the superior static behavior of steel reinforced resin which
leaded to lower slip after the end of quasi static phase namely after 25 cycles it can be realized
that specimens with steel reinforced resin had to undergo relatively larger additional relative
displacement due to cyclic loading compared to the resin-injected specimens (850%
compared to 320% relative displacement increase after quasi-static phase). This was
attributed to lower Poisson’s ratio of SR resin which leads to higher 3D stresses but confirmed
the complex stress state and the unknown stress concentration mainly inside the body of steel
reinforced resin. For this reason, more experiments and multi-scale numerical analysis is
required to obtain the fatigue material parameters of resin and steel reinforced resin. The static
superiority of steel reinforced resin over conventional which has been already proved in former
TU Delft research was confirmed by numerical and experimental quasi-static analysis. From
the derived S-N curves which as it was mentioned were calculated with certain limitations it
seems that performance of connection with steel reinforced resin leads to higher fatigue life in
the relevant S-N field.
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Conclusions
The fatigue behaviour of conventional and recently developed steel reinforced resin was
investigated in uniaxial compressive stress ranges using a tailor-made test set up as described
in previous chapters. Based on static and quasi static numerical study, experiment results and
statistical evaluation of test data the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

FEA analysis
1) Use of oversized hole in test set-up decreased the initial stiffness of connection
using conventional resin. For 6mm oversized hole there was a 40% decrease
in stiffness related to normal hole, while for 10mm oversized hole there was a
60% decrease in stiffness. When using steel reinforced resin, the decrease was
30% and 45% respectively for 6 and 10mm hole clearance
2) Use of steel reinforced resin instead of resin increased initial stiffness by 32%,
60%, 77% for 2mm, 6mm and 10mm hole clearance respectively.
3) The thickness of side plates which is 10mm in current test set-up would not
affect the results. For limit case of infinite thickness, the longitudinal bearing
stress distribution on resin layer along bolt was the same with that of 10mm
side plate thickness both when using resin and steel reinforced resin
4) Tailor made non standardized test setup is verified compared to standard
double lap shear connection of EN 1090-2. For same hole clearance and using
conventional resin as injection material the longitudinal bearing stress
distribution presented a very good match for both cases. The difference of 7%
in maximum stress is attributed to friction between plates of double lap
connection.
5) The upper steel S355 plate yields from 1st cycle. Plastic deformations did not
affect results in quasi-static phase since plastic strain in the plate is constant
from 1st to 20th cycle but it should be noted that the model designed without bolt
threads which may affect the stress concentration.

•

Experimental results
1) The experimental initial stiffness was in a good accordance with the numerically
calculated initial stiffness, which allowed the validation of numerical model.
Specifically, the difference between mean experimental and numerical initial
stiffness was 0.87% and 0.12% for resin and steel reinforced resin respectively
in 10mm oversized hole (geometry D30R-SR). For 6mm oversized hole
(geometry D26R-SR) the difference was 3.24% for the former and 8% for the
later
2) The use of oversized holes reduces the initial stiffness of connection, since for
a 4mm increase in hole clearance (from 6mm to 10 mm hole clearance) there
is a 26% and a 13% decrease in mean experimental initial stiffness in case of
resin and steel reinforced resin respectfully.
3) The use of steel reinforced resin leads to higher connection stiffness since
specimens D26SR (steel reinforced resin in 6mm hole) had 58% higher mean
experimental initial stiffness related to specimens with conventional resin and
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4)

5)
6)

7)

8)

•

same geometry. For 10mm hole clearance this was more prominent since the
difference between mean experimental initial stiffness of steel reinforced resin
and conventional resin injected specimens was 78%.
At the end of quasi-static analysis, after 25 cycles all specimens with steel
reinforced resin had lower remaining slip related to specimens with
conventional resin for same geometry and stress range.
There is a stabilization of slip due to cyclic loading for all specimens after
100.000-200.000 cycles
No conclusion for fatigue behaviour superiority of steel reinforced resin over
resin can be drawn to the tested cycles regime of 400.000 cycles due to large
scatter in results specially for larger hole clearance.
For selected specimens with limited scatter in results, with 6mm hole clearance,
after 400.000 cycles less slip with steel reinforced resin compared to resin was
observed (-24%, -21% for 90 and 135MPa stress range). Same slip for resin
and steel reinforced at 180MPa stress range.
For these selected specimens with higher stress rage mentioned in previous
conclusion, after the end of quasi static phase (25 cycles) the specimens with
steel reinforced resin had less remaining slip, indicated that the steel reinforced
resin specimens undergo relatively larger additional relative displacement
(+450% in average) due to cyclic loading compared to the conventional resininjected specimens (+215% in average). This is attributed to lower Poisson
ratio of steel reinforced resin (0.22) compared to conventional (0.3).

Statistical Evaluation of test data
1) Fitted curves are exactly the same using the equations of 2 different models
namely ASTM probabilistic model and Schneider and Maddox model.
2) For all the proposed characteristic curves a 95% probability of survival used.
Characteristic curves proposed by Schneider and Maddox model always more
conservative that ASTM. More prominent with bad fit of mean curve namely
for low values of R2.
3) The obtained slopes for all cases are between m=7-9 (m=7.84 for D30R,
m=9.66 for D26R, m=8.31 for D30SR). Only for D26SR specimens the slope is
m=3.16 but for these series slope is considered as unreliable since was
obtained only by 2 stress ranges because all specimens with steel reinforced
resin in 6mm oversized hole were run-outs.
4) The increase in hole clearance (from 6mm oversized to 10mm oversized) leads
to worst fatigue behaviour for connection with conventional resin in relative SN field based on the fitted and characteristic curves from ASTM model. No safe
conclusion can be derived for steel reinforced resin.
5) For 10mm hole clearance (D30 specimens) the fatigue endurance of
connection with steel reinforced resin is higher related to that with conventional
resin in the relative S-N field based on the fitted and characteristic curves from
ASTM model. No safe conclusion can be drawn for 6mm hole clearance.
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Recommendations for future research
Based on the numerical and experimental research on of the tailor made test set-up in this
preliminary study on fatigue behaviour of conventional and steel reinforced resin the following
recommendations are proposed to improve reliability the test set-up and to investigate further
the fatigue behaviour.
•

Modifications in test set-up to improve reliability test data and limit scattering
o Avoid the presence of escape path in the side of specimen. Instead an air
escape path should be placed on the top of the hole, drilled at the steel plate.
This adaptation in assembly it is proved experimentally and visually that limits
the scattering in test results by creating compact with no observable air
inclusions resin layers
o Use a base to assemble the specimens without any relative rotations between
male and female plate which occurred in the assembly of specimens in present
Thesis
o Use an upper plate with adapted bolt part as one piece with upper (male) plate
to avoid rotations of bolt part inside the specimen
o By numerical quasi-static analysis, it is proved that the weakest points on steel
parts is at the male steel plate, in the position where the bolt part is in contact.
From this point the greater part of the load is transferred to the bolt part and
the steel which was S355 yielded from the 1st loading cycle. It was proved
numerically that this has limited effect on quasi-static phase, but it is unknown
to what extend this yielding of the weakest part affects the measured slip.
Therefore, it is recommended to use a steel of higher grade of S420 or even
S690.

•

Further research on numerical modelling
o The numerical model was designed without threads and calculated only with
static step. This allowed the verification of tailor-made test set-up compared to
standardized by Eurocode double lap shear connection but in the actual test
set-up the bolt part is threaded. Therefore, a more complex numerical model
with designed threads is recommended for future research.
o Numerical modelling of fatigue loading of test set-up. For this of course, further
experimental testing is required on uniaxially loaded cylinders of (steelreinforced) resin under confined and unconfined conditions to allow for material
modelling of the (steel-reinforced) resin under cyclic loads.

•

Statistical approach
o The S-N curves defined using two probabilistic methods which are common in
literature. It was recommended not to extrapolate the curves outside the testing
field which in the current study reached only 400.000 cycles. To propose S-N
curves for design recommendations more testing is required with tests at least
of 2 million cycles.
o More testing is required with different stress range field and in different
frequencies to limit the statistical uncertainties in the definition of relevant S-N
curves.
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A.1 Resin conventional
Density:

1.8E-006

Elastic:
Young's modulus

Poisson's ratio

5640

0.3

Table 10.1: Density and Elasticity for conventional resin

Angle of Friction

Flow Stress Ratio

12.15675

Dilation Angle

1

0

Table 10.2: Drucker Prager criterion parameters for conventional resin

80

0

85

0.000354185

90

0.00105188

95

0.002263137

100

0.00429174

105

0.007590723

110

0.012822443

115

0.020938058

120

0.033281319

125

0.051722468

130

0.078829109

135

0.118082063

140

0.174145514

Table 10.3: Drucker Prager Hardening for conventional resin
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A.2 Steel reinforced resin
Density:

5.1E-006

Elastic:
Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio
15200
0.22
Table 10.4: Density and Elasticity for steel reinforced resin

Angle of Friction

Flow Stress Ratio

52.04

Dilation Angle

1

0

Table 10.5: Drucker Prager criterion parameters for steel reinforced resin

Yield Stress

Abs Plastic Strain

124

0

123.7

0.00634

50.1

0.032

12.96

0.04

4.09

0.045

Table 10.6: Drucker Prager Hardening for steel reinforced resin

A.3 Steel plates and bolts
Steel plates S355

Density:

7.8E-006
Elastic:

Young's modulus

Poisson's ratio

210000

0.3

Table 10.7: Density and Elasticity for steel grade S355
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Yield Stress

Plastic strain

355.6

0

359.6

0.0111

539

0.0528

612

0.1794

Table 10.8: Plasticity of steel grade S355

Bolts 10.9
Density:

7.8E-006
Elastic:

Young's modulus

Poisson's ratio

210000

0.3

Table 10.9: Density and Elasticity for steel grade 10.9

11 Appendix B – Probabilistic models
B.1 Schneider and Maddox
Linear Regression Analysis
Parameters
Number of tests
Mean value of logΔσ
Variance of logΔσ
Mean value of logN
Variance of logN
Covariance of logΔσ and
logN (R2)
Coefficient of determination

Equations
N

log  =

 log  i


(log  i − log  ) 2

Var (log  ) =
N −1
 log Ni
log N =

 (log Ni − log N )2
Var (log N ) =
N −1
 (log  i − log  )(log Ni − log N )
Cov(log  , log N ) =
N −1
Cov(log  ,log N ) 2
R2 =
Var (log  ) Var (log N )
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Slope m

m=

Cov(log  ,log N )
Var (log  )

Interception loga

log a = log N − m  log 

Fitted curve

log N = log a + m  log 

Table 11.1: Linear regression analysis equations and parameters for Schneider and Maddox model

Characteristic curves 95% survival probability
Parameters
Number of tests
Student’s t score
Standard deviation for logN
Stress at Nc (MPa)
Correction factor

f for  at Nc

Characteristic logΔσc,k
Characteristic Δσc,k (MPa)

Equations
N

t(0.05) for n-2 degrees of freedom

 log N =

N
(1 − R 2 ) Var (log N )
N −2

 c = 10(log 210 −log a )/ m
6

1 (log  c − log  )
f = 1+ +
N
Var (log  )

log  c ,k = log  c +

2

t (0.05)   log N  f

 c ,k = 10

m
log  c ,k

Characteristic logak

log ak = log N c − m  log  c ,k

Correction factor

(log  c − log  )
1
f = 1+ +
2
N
N
 (log  i − log  )

2

i =1

Characteristic curve

log N c ,k = (log a + m  log  ) − t5%  f

Table 11.2: Parameters and equations used to establish characteristic curves with Schneider and Maddox model
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Figure 11.1: Student’s t distribution used in Schneider and Maddox model
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B.2 ASTM Probabilistic model
Linear Regression Analysis
Number of tests
Dependent variable Y

k

Y = log N
X = log 

Independent variable X

A = N − B 

Intercept logA
Slope

Fitted curve


B=

k
j =1

( j * −  )( N j * − N )



k
j =1

( j * −  ) 2

Y = A+ B X

Figure 11.2: Linear regression analysis equations and parameters for ASTM model

Characteristic curves 95% survival probability
S
α (95%)
Characteristic curve

Standard deviation of logNi
2
N = A + B   a S

Figure 11.3: Parameters and equations used to establish characteristic curves with ASTM model
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12 Appendix C – Materials
C.1 Resin conventional
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Figure 12.1: Product sheet of RENGEL

C.2 Metric threads M20x2.5

Figure 12.2: Standard dimensions of metric threads M20x2.5 according to ISO
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